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DRAFT

PT rECTION OF DC4ESTIC SUPPLIERS IN INTERNATIONAL
BIDDING FOR PROJECTS FINANCED BY THE BANK/IDA

I. Introduction

1. The problems which arise in connection with the protection of
domestic enterprises in developing countries ere formidably difficult:
and they are of extreme importance. Given sufficient protection, a
very wide range of output could be produced by domestic enterprises,
Given no protection at all from foreign competition, the range of out-
put from domestic enterprise in most developing countries will be
severely restricted, The nature and extent of protection offered will
therefore exercise a powerful influence on the whole pattern of develop-
ment. An "optimum" level of tariffs will assure, in the longer run,
the most efficient allocation of resources within the national economy
in accordance with the principles of comparative advantage; and will
provide an inducement for capital formation to take place in the ap-
propriate sectors, industries and firms. An "excessive" protection
may raise the rate of investment in the country, at least initially,
but it will militate against the best long-term allocation of re-
sources. Absence of protection, or a "too low" protection, may be
responsible, at least in part, for economic stagnation; especially if
world demand for the products which a country can export is sluggish
or widely fluctuating.

2. Thus far, economic theory has failed to provide practical guid-
ance on the solution of the problem of "optimum" protection. In a
sense, the systematic study of economics had its origin in the issue
of protection; and some of the basic theoretical structures in econ-
omies today are ultimately derived from discussions of the seemingly
simple question of whether there should or should not be protection.l/

3. Perhaps the problem of protection has refused to yield because it
goes to the heart of the general problem of economic growth. In order
to decide on the "optimum" level and structure of protection for develop-
ing countries, we have to know, inter alia:-

1 For example, the theoretical work of David Ricardo, probAbly the best of
the classical economists, was stimulated by the policy issue of protection
in the United Kingdom.
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(a) the schedule of comparative advantages of
the country, md not on a static but in a
dynamic sense /;

(b) the likely future behavior of the developing
country's external trade, and especially the
demand prospecte for primary produate in inter-
national markets;

(c) the pattern and speed of technological change
in the world economy;

(d) the economies of scale in each industry;

(e) what profit rate is needed to induce entrepreneurs
to move out from commerce or from the mortgage
market into the unknown field of manufacturing
with all its benefits and all its risks;

(f) how long it takes for an industry to cease to be
"infant" and to become mature.

4. To complicate the issue further, a developing country does not
grow in a world of free trade, but in one full of restrictions. If
the outside world, including the industrialized countries, restricts
imports of agricultural products and of "light" manufactures because
they are concerned with their own problems of employment, what is a de-
veloping country to do? It may have a comparative advantage in pro-
ducing these kinds of goods, but it cannot sell them. Should it now
stand still? Or should it start industries for the home market even if,at least initially, the scale of operations is not an optimum one? And
who can say with certainty where the border line lies between what is
needed for growth in an imperfect world and what represents a misalloca-
tion of resources to the detriment of growth?

5. Some work bearing on this problem has already been done in the
Economic Staff: in particular, the conceptual framework within which
protection may be economically justified has been explored. But much
remains to be done before practical conclusions can emerge. Since the
appropriate level and structure of protection for a particular country
cannot be appraised in the absence of knowledge regarding the protection

l/ The most crucial limitation in the conventional theory of comparative
advantage, which constitutes the core of the case for freer trade, is
that it is fundamentally static. Comparative advantages are taken as
given. But it is of the essence of the theory and practice of economic
growth that comparative advantages cannot be taken as given. Indeed it
is a major objective in development that comparative advantages should
be changed.
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offered by other countries, a systematic collection md analysis of
protective practices on a world-wide basis will be needed. Again,
no judgment on an appropriate level and structure of protection can
be made without some assessment of the performance which can be ex-
pected from protected enterprises in developing countries, What is
needed here is a thorough study of output, costs and profits in pro-
tected enterprises. For the first time in history we have, in the
World Bank group of institutions, solid data which can help us to
come to the root of this elusive subject, by yielding information on
costs of production, and on the profit rates needed to stimulate the
movement of capital into new production ventures. Furthermore, although
it can be argued that the tariff issue ought to be separated from the
issues of fiscal and exchange rate policy, it has to be recognized that
protective devices may also serve other purposes. Tariffs, for example,

- may yield important revenues for the government, or they may serve to
protect a country s balance of payments by curtailing imports, or they
may compensate for an overvalued rate of exchange,

III Focus of the Paper

6. The World Bank group comes up against the problem cr protection
in several contexts, Firstly, it has to take a view on iat level and
structure of protection is appropriate when it is giving advice and
making recommendations on the development policies which can most fruit-
fully be pursued by its member nations, Secondly, it has to take a view
on what protection is appropriate for new enterprises in which it is
considering taking a direct financial Iterest. This is especially
relevant to the operations of the IFC and the development finance
companies with which IFC is associated. Thirdly, the Bank has to take
a view on what protection is appropriate in procurement transactions,
when there are existing enterprises which could offer some or all of
the supplies needed for Bank-financed projects.

7. This paper is exclusively concerned with the third issue, i.e.,
with the protection to domestic producers which it is appropriate to
offer in procurement transactions, This is an issue of some immediate
urgency, which cannot wait upon the results of the detailed studies which
are necessary before substantial progress can be made on the general
problem of protection. It is, of course, desirable that the solution
of the procurement problem should take a form which can make a positive
contribution to the solution of the other problems* The solution which
is suggested in this paper should be considered as a working guide line,
subject to revision. At a later date, the Economic Staff should be
better equipped to substantiate with theoretical expertise and facts
whatever further proposals it makes, not only on the problem of procure-
ment but also on the more fundamental issues of the appropriate level
and structure of protection in general, and of the appropriate protection
for newly-established industries in particular.



III. Alternatives

8. In setting the terms on which domestic producers may bid in

procurement transactions, four alternative procedures are open to
the Bank:-

(a) giving no preference at all to domestic producers

(b) giving an across-the-board margin of preference,
irrespective of the existing level of domestic
tariffs;

(c) accepting the margin of preference offered by the
existing domestic tariffs;

(d) making case-by-case decisions, based on a detailed
examination of the justification for tariffs.

IV. Past Practice in IBRD

9. Alternative (a), no preference at all in any circlunstances, is
not realistic and does not require any further consideration. Alterna-
tive (b), an across-the-board margin of preference, has been applied by
the Bank in a number of instances. The preference has commonly been 15%.
Alternative (c), acceptance of the existing tariffs, has also been applied
in some cases, Alternative (d), case-by-case analysis, has not yet been
systematically explored because of its extreme complexity.

10. Extracts from four very recent loan documents which illustrate IBRD
practice - and the variations in this practice - are given in Annex I
The 15% rule (alternative b) originated in the 1962 Mexican power loan,
The 15% margin was given tio domestic suopliers over the lowest foreign
bid (excluding customs duties). This margin was somewhat lower than that
given by the existing tariff. A similar formula was used in the 1963
Colombian railway loan, and most recently in the loans to Spain and
Portugal. In the loan to Portugal, the margin of preference in favor
of domestic producers was 15% over bids offering only goods manufactured
abroad, and 10% over bids offering both Portuguese and foreign goods.
This last illustration indicates that the 15% rule can be modified in
the light of the particular circumstances of individual cases.

11. The acceptance of the existing tariff structure (alternative c) is
exemplified by the loans to Austria, Finland and Italy. The most recent
cases are the 1962 loan to Australia for the Snowy Mountain Hydroelectric
Project and the 1963 loan to Yugoslavia, In this latter case, the tariffs
imposed by the borrowing country amounted to 255-40%. Finally in a recent
Norwegian loan (1963). a combination of existing tariff protection and a
10% margin of preference was used.
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12. The variations in the actual practice indicate how difficult it
is to find a generally acceptable solution. Conversely, any general
solution that is eventually accepted will necessarily have some un-
satisfactory features. The problem is now to minimize these, and at X
the same time provide a procedure whicli'ill maximize the benefits

b accruing to borrowers and thus to the IBRD itself as banker and as
a contributor to the process of economic growth and industrialization
of the developing nations.

13, In the following sections, it will be argued that while each of
the solutions applied so far has its advantages, there are also dis-
advantages. The concluding section will suggest a compromise solution
designed to retain the advantages and minimize the disadvantages,

V. Across-the-Board Margins of Preference

lh. An across-the-board margin of preference recognizes that pro-
ducers in developing countries need some protection against overseas
competition if they are to expand and become efficient, and that
broader objectives of economic development may be fostered by some
degree of protection, It also recognizes that the existing level of
tariff protection, which could reflect the influence of vested interests
in a developing country, may be unduly high. It may so insulate domestic
producers that the incentives to improve efficiency are weakened, and,
moreover, the broader objectives of economic development may to some
extent be frustrated. If an across-the-board margin of preference strikes
a happy mean between a protection which is 'too low' and 'too high',
the best interests of the borrowing country will be served.

15. If the margin is fixed at a relatively low level - say, the same as,
or even below, the tariff rates prevailing in the capital-exporting
countries - it can be argued that the latter would find the preference
margin acceptable. While this is an important tactical point, the
question arises of how far the Bank's over-all policy should be in-
fluenced by the immediate trade interests of the industrialized coun-
tries. Any action of the Bank or IFC - whether on procurement or in
helping to set up or expand an industrial or agricultural activity -
inevitably affects the interests of the existing suppliers, whether
domestic or foreign.

16. Apart from the question mentioned in para. 15, which is not further
discussed, the across-the-board solution raises a number of serious issues.
For example, the higher the tariffs on imported inputs used by the
domestic producers, the higher the margin of preference needed to yield
any particular effective margin of protection. Or again, suppose that a
domestic producer uses high-priced steel provided as tied aid. If he is
to be offered effective protection against overseas producers using
cheaper steel, a higher margin of preference would be needed to take
account of the fact that his products are expensive because aid is tied,
Any flat-rate margin of preference applied across-the-board ignores these -
and many other - factors which will have a differential impact in dif-
ferent countries and on producers of different goods. It may happen in
some cases that administrative convenience is bought at the cost of un-
avoidable arbitrariness in application.
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17. The attempt can be made to overcome the arbitrariness of an across-
the-board margin of preference by making adjustments in the light of the
particular circumstances of individual cases: that is to say, by moving
towards alternative d of paragraph 8. In principle, the margin of
preference can be adjusted in such a way that any desired effective
margin of protection is granted to local producers. But the theoretical
and practical difficulties of determining what adjustment is appropriate
are formidable. For example, there will be an element of double-counting
involved if the additional protection apparently justified by tariffs on
imported inputs is added to the additional protection apparently justified
by the existence of an over-valued rate of exchange. Or, at a very
different level of argument: is the Bank justified in offering greater
protection to production which is expensive because aid is tied? The
various problems will have to be examined case-by-case, and the adminis-
trative convenience of a flat-rate margin will be lost. Judgments on
theoretical and practical problems will have to be made, and it will be
extremely difficult to justify, in detail, the choice of a particular
margin of preference in a particular case. Furthermore, a recognition
that margins of preference ill have to differ from case-to-case opens
the door to bargaining between the Bank, the borrowing country, and
capital-exporting countries: conceivably the margin of preference event'i-
ally agreed could be influenced as much by the strength and skill with
which bargaining positions are exploited as by the merits of the individuae
case 01/

18. It has also to be considered whether the imposition of a margin
of preference to domestic producers which is substantially different
from that offered by the tariff currently in force will in fact have
beneficially consequences on the allocation of resources. Such conse-
quences will have to b e sufficiently favorable either to justify the
arbitrariness of an across-the-board flat rate of preference, or to
justify the Bank's involvement in the economic, administrative, and
political complexities of fixing a margin of preference on a case-by-case
basis. Usually, the margin of preference will offer less protection
than the existing tariff,2/ In effect, one particular transaction will
be conducted on terms which differ from those applicable to other trans-
actions in the same goods. Because less protection is offered to domestic
producers than in the ordinary run of business, the likelihood that
procurement contracts will be secured by overseas producers is increased:
the implied judgment is that the tariffs in question are 'too high'.

1/ In general, it may be suspected that the bargaining position of the
borrowing country, which needs the loan, will necessarily be relative-
ly weak.

2/ A margin of preference offering greater protection than the existing
tariff is difficult to justify. Presumably the domestic producer
is capable of competing with overseas suppliers behind the shelter
of the lower tariff. In practice, however, it appears that the
margin is applied as a ceiling rather than as an automatic preference
rate.
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19. Tariffs may be judged 'too high' because it is considered that an
allocation of resources to the production of the relevant goods in the
borrowing country is inappropriate, in that the objectives of economic
development could better be served by some alternative allocation.
Judgrents of this sort are clearly of crucial relevance to decisions on
whether a particular industry or firm should be established: they are
less clearly relevant in the context of procurement transactions.
Domestic producers are in business, and are capable of supplying the
goods needed: there will be no, or no significant, re-allocation of
resources if the margin of preference is so low that they cannot secure
the procurement contract. Paradoxically, the consequences could be the
reverse of those intended. If the domestic supplier does not get the
contract, and as a result his capacity is less fully used, his costs of
production may be higher than they otherwise would be, and there will be
a less efficient utilization of domestic resources. Alternatively, and
precisely because the capacity is not fully utilized, the government of
the borrowing country might find it necessary to raise a tariff already
judged too high. Furthermore, if supplies for Bank-financed projects
are available more cheaply (because of lower protection) than supplies
to non-Bank-financed projects, it will become more difficult to ensure
a proper allocation of resources between projects of differing priority.L/

VI. Acceptance of Existing Tariffs

20. The alternative to the across-the-board preference margin has been
the acceptance of the existing tariffs. This solution has two attractive
features,

21. First, on a formal level, the Bank cannot be called upon -- at
Board meetings or elsewhere -- to justify a particular margin of prefer-
ence, Any such margin involves, as has been argued above, judgments on
complicated theoretical and practical issues, At the present level of
knowledge, and as a rule, the Bank cannot prove, or even demonstrate to
the satisfaction of all concerned, that the margin of preference offered
strikes a happy mean between protection which is 'too high' or 'too low'0
But if the existing tariff is accepted, the borrower cannot claim that
the Bank is using its power as a lender to impose special terms for par-
ticular transactions.

For example, suppose that the rails for a Bank-financed project of railway
extension are bought from abroad because the margin of preference offered
to the domestic rail producer was not high enough to permit him to compete
successfully for the proburement contract. If the tariff on imported rails
is such that the domestic producer supplies the rails needed for railway
maintenance work, it will follow that rails for (Bank-financed) extension
work are cheaper than the rails for (non-Bank-financed) maintenance work.
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22. Secondly, add on a substantive level, it may be argued that
tariffs have their own good reason for existence and that, even though
particular rates may be a result of pressures from vested interests, the
over-all tariff structure still reflects the economic reality of the
situation of the borrower. It can further be argued that, in the absence
of the most painstaking and time-consuming work, the Bank staff just can-
not pass a judgment whether tariffs on particular items are 'too high'.
Finally, as indicated in para, 19 above, there is a danger that if a de-
parture from the existing tariff system is made, the consequence may be,
in some cases, an even greater misallocation of resources,

23. The schocl of thought which is in favor of accepting existing
tariffs as a lesser evil also argues that a gross misallocation of re-
resources through tariffs which are 'too hight can best be detected by
the Bank s economic missions, in their regular work. They are in a
position to make a general judgment on allocation issues, If they think
that the existing tariffs lead to a gross misallocation, the country is
not creditworthy and consequently the issue of procurement does not arise.
But once a judgment has been passed that the allocation of resources is
not unreasonable, there is no other way out but to accept the existing
tariffs in the procurement procedure.

2h. Nevertheless, there is one formidable objection against the automatic
acceptance of existing tariffs. They may provide more protection than
is needed by reasonably efficient domestic producers, or they may shelter
and support unreasonably inefficient or unreasonably profitable domestic
production. If such tariffs are automatically accepted, a misuse of Bank
funds could result. For example, a tariff designed to exclude imports
might have been set at 100%. Suppose the domestic producer is offering
goods on the domestic market at prices which are only 25% above the
(c.i.f.) price at which comparable imports would be available. If, by
accepting the tariff for procurement purposes, it is implied that a
contract could be awarded to a domestic producer provided that his bid
was not more than 100% above the lowest foreign (c.i.f,) bid, a monopolis-
tic domestic producer could make a handsome profit at the expense of the
Bank and of his own country by making a bid 90% higher than the lowest
expected foreign bid. The domestic bid would, of course, be an immoral
one: but presumably the Bank should avoid operating in such a way as to
tempt immoral responses.

VII. A Suggested Procedure

25. The procedure for procurement transactions suggested in the follow-
ing paragraphs represents a compromise solution. It involves the accept.
ance, up to a certain specified percentage figure, of the tariffs im-
posed by the government of the borrowing country. If the tariff is higher
than that specified percentage, safeguards are provided to ensure that
procurement from domestic suppliers will not involve a misuse of Bank
funds. The government of the borrowing country is given the opportunity
to argue that the protection offered by its relatively high tariff is
justified: but the Bank retains the right to negotiate or impose a margin
of preference lower than the tariff.
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26, The goods most likely to be involved in procurement transactions

are capital goods. The readily available evidence in the tariff
protection offered to domestic producers of capital goods in relatively
developed (Part I) countries is given in Annex II. It will be observed
that it is rare that imports of capital goods in the categories quoted

are admitted free of tariffs. In the USA, UK, Norway, France, Italy,
Austria and Japan average tariff rates on these categories of g oods
range up to 25%; and are occasionally even higher than this. It is
also relevant to note that in some countries, protection in addition
to tariff protection is offered to domestic producers in Government
procurement transactions; and that in some countries there are quanti-
tative restrictions on imported capital goods l/ It will also be
observed that, although there are exceptions (in particular, the UK
and the USA are relatively high tariff countries) the data in Annex II
appears to offer some support for the proposition that tariff levels tend
to be somewhat higher in Part I countries with lower incomes per head.
Tariff rates tend to be relatively high in Italy, Austria and Japan;
and tend to be relatively low in Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark and
Western Germany.

27. Taking a very broad view of this evidence, it can be argued that
a tariff rate of 25% is not out of line with the protection provided
by some Part I countries for their domestic producers of capital goods.
It might seem inappropriate that the Bank should not be prepared to
accept tariffs in developing countries at least as high as those offered
in Part I countries. Furthermore, the apparent association between
higher tariff levels and lower per capita incomes may be taken as
indicating that tariffs somewhat higher than 25% could be acceptable
for less developed countries.

28. This problem can be approached in another way. Developing
countries may embark upon the protected production of capital goods in
an attempt to curb the increase in their import bills, On general
grounds, it might appear more desirable that developing countries
should concentrate their industrial production on the light and relative-
ly simple manufactured goods in which they may already have a comparative
advantage pver producers in developed countries. Exports of these goods
could then expand, and there would be less justification for the
protected production of the capital goods which developing countries are
likely -to produce, at present, at a comparative disadvantage. Yet the
snag here is that developed countries impose substantial tariff and
other restrictions on imports of light and relatively simple manufactured
goods in order to protect their own producers. These restrictions have
been analyzed by the Secretariat of GATT and by other international
organizations/ So long as developed countries find it necessary to

l/ Restrictions on the import of motor vehicles are particularly widespread,
and so are restrictions on imports from Japan.
Some relevant extracts from the UN World Economic Survey for 1962, which
rely on factual information provided by GATT, are given in Annex III,
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protect - and, in some cases, protect fairly heavily - their producers
of relatively simple manufactured goods, the developing countries may
be forced to p roduce goods - including capital goods - which have to
be relatively heavily protected. The Bank, in common with other inter-
national organizations, will regret these limitations of the advantages
of international trade,_l/ but it cannot ignore their existence.

29. It cannot be pretended that the evidence quoted in paras. 26 and 28
can provide conclusive support for selecting a specific percentage figure
indicating the maximum tariff which the Bank will be prepared to accept,
for procurement purposes, without requiring detailed justification. But
it is suggested that consideration should be given to the choice of
some percentage figure from within a range whose lower limit appears to
be 25%. It would seem that an upper limit of 35% could be defended
without too much difficulty. It must be stressed, however, that the
Bank's primary objective in choosing a particular percentage figure is
to simplify its operating procedures, and not to pass a judgment on
what degree of protection is "justified" in relation to practices
elsewhere. The lower the tariff, the lower the chances that a misuse
of Bank funds will result from the acceptance of the tariff; and
tariffs in developing countries of 25-35% or less are unlikely to be
much higher than are needed to protect reasonably efficient producers,
and are unlikely to shelter unreasonable inefficiency or unreasonable
profits.

30. Where the relevant tariffs exceed the chosen percentage figure,
it is proposed that the Guarantor shall be entitled to submit for
consideration by the Bank a memorandum in support of a margin of
protection for local suppliers in excess of that percentage. It is
not intended that this rule should imply that tariffs greater than
25-35% are considered texcessive' . In particular circumstances, much
higher tariffs can cogently be defended. For example, at a recent
IFC Board Meeting, no objection was raised to IFC support of Arewa
Textiles, Nigeria, which will operate behind tariffs of 70-100%. But
the higher the tariff, the greater the chances that a misuse of Bank
funds may result from an acceptance of the tariff, and the Bank must
be reasonably satisfied that its legitimate interests are safeguarded.
The memorandum should provide evidence:-

(i) that the tariff at present in force was not imposed or
increased in order to ensure that domestic producers would
be able to bid successfully in the procurement of supplies
for a Bank-financed project;

_/ It may be that one of the results of the forthcoming UN Conference
on Trade and Development will be the opening of markets in developed
countries to those manufactures which developing countries are best
suited to produce.
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(ii) that the existing tariff does not provide a margin
of protection which is out of line with the percentage
difference between the prices charged by domestic
producers and the (c.i.f.) prices of conparable
imported goods;

(iii) that the existing tariff does not enable local producers
to earn profits which are excessive in relation to the
profits earned by other industrial producers in the same
country;

(iv) that the existing tariff does not permit, and perhaps
encourage, local producers to operate in a highly
inefficient manner, Relevant evidence here would
include an assessment of changes in efficiency or
productivity over recent years. If an improvement has
been taking place, it may perhaps be argued that there
is some prospect of efficient competitive production.

(v) that a successful bid by a local producer would be in
conformity with Government policy of encouraging
industrial development.

31. It is possible that in many cases - perhaps in a majority of
cases - the Bank ill, after considering the evidence submitted, be
satisfied that the existing tariff can be accepted for procurement
purposes. In those cases in which the Bank is not satisfied, it can
negotiate a margin of preference lower than the existing tariff.
Alternatively, the Bank could remove 'excessively protected' goods
from the list it agrees to finance. But it would perhaps be more
desirable to face up squarely to the protection problem. The view
that the Bank need not concern itself with what it does not finance
is inconsistent with the broader finctions of the Bank.

VIII. An Advantage of the Suggested Procedure

32. . Memoraida submitted by the governments of borrowing countries
in justifichtion of relatively high margins of protection for particular
products could, and should, also serve a wider, more important, purpose.
They could serve as the basis for discussions with those countries on
the role of protection in industrial and more general economic development.
This broader problem, as was noted at the beginning of this paper, is of
vital interest and importance to the Bank.
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33. The discussions which are envisaged would complement and
supplement the further work to be done within the Bank/IFC on protection
problems. Conceivably an atmosphere of utual trust and understanding
could be built up which will stimulate a systenatic and informed consi-
deration and reconsideration of protective activities: with considerable
consequential benefits to the Bank and the developing countries. This
may be too optimistic. But at the very least, the chances of successful
cooperation on these problems will be greater than they would be if
the borrowing country has the impression that the Bank's staff, however
well-intentioned, may be using the leverage it has as representing a
lending institution to impose solutions at variance with those which
the borrower, however misguidedly, has devised.

Economic Staff
December 23, 1963



Annex I

Examples of Domestic Procurement Terms in Recent
Bank Loans

1. Loan to the Yugoslav Investment Bank, October 1963

"Equipment made in Yugoslavia will be used if its cost does not
exceed that of foreign equipment including import duties. The
present duties, which are still provisional in character, range
generally from 25 to 40%".

2. loan to Spain, October 1963

"In the case of maintenance equipment it has been agreed that bid

evaluations will be made without taking customs duties into account
and with a preference of up to 15% to local suppliers".

3. Loan to Norway, October 1963

"Preference is given to Norwegian equipment if its price does not
exceed the lowest foreign bid by more than 10% plus the import
duties, which average about 10% on the items to b e imported. In
practice, due to the fact that the 10% preference applies only
to the domestic component of the equipment and that Norwegian
suppliers are competitive over a wide range of electrical equip-
ment, the actual preference is much less than 10%."

4. Loan to Eirpresa Teroelectrica Portugesa S.A.R.L., November 1963

"...the Borrower may, in compliance with the Guarantor's policy
of encouraging the development of local industry, also take into
account the extent of participation by Portuguese manufacturers
and make the award to any qualified bidder whose offered price
does not exceed (i) by more than 15% the offered price of the
lowest qualified bid, if such bid offers only goods manufactured
outside Portugal or (ii) by more than 10% the offered price of
the lowest qualified bidder, if such bid offers both goods manu-
factured in Portugal and goods manufactured abroad".



Annex 2

Tariff Rates on Capital Equipment in Part I Countriee

1. This annex consists of two tables. Table I gives average tariff

rates by major groups and sub-groups of capital equipment for Part I
countries. Table II gives further detail for the sub-group of railway
equipment.

2, Table I is arranged approximately acc rding to 1958 per capita
national income levels. This same arrangement also permits a grouping
by four sub-divisions: (a) United States and Canada (b) EFTA (European
Free Trade Area) excluding Austria (c) EEC (European Economic Community)
(d) Austria and Japan,

3. Two sources have been used for Table I:

Column A: Sub-committee on Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint
Economic Committee U0S0 Congress: "Trade Restraints in the Western
Community" (December 1961).

Column B: Political and Economic Planning (P.E.P.) "Atlantic
Tarif'fs and-'ade" (1962).

Both sources give duties in effect at the respective dates of
compilation.

h. Major group averages for "Electric machinery", "Transport equipment",
and "Machinery, other than electric" in both Column A and Column B are

unweighted averages of sub-group totals. (The only exception is the
Column A total for Electric machinery which is a weighted average for all
the items falling under this major group). Calculation of the sub-group
averages, however, differs somewhat in the two sources. Sub-group averages
shown in Column A are weighted averages of both dutiable and free goods,
the tariff for each item being weighted in accordance with the trade in
this item. Sub-group averages shown in Column B are unweighted averages
of the tariff rates for the major Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BN.)
divisions falling under each sub-group. Thus, the tariff rate shown
under "Railway vehicles" is the unweighted average of BN. divisions 86.01
86.09. Where different rates apply to different items within a B.N.
division, the mid-point of the range was sele cted as representative for
the division as a whole.

5. The advantage of the unweighted average, according to the P.E.P.
Study (Source B), is that it gives equal weight to high tariffs which tend
to restrict imports. Nevertheless, Table I suggests that the difference
in weighting procedures, with only a few exceptions, has relatively little
effect upon the major group averages. Some minor differences are, in
fact, accounted for by slight differences in coverage (in our abbreviated
calculations) rather than the weighting procedure as such. Thus, the
U.K. average tariff for "Machinery, other than electric" (S.I.T.C.
division 71) would be 17 per cent, whether computed as a weighted average
or as an unweighted average of all the nine constituent sub-headings or items,



Annex

Tariff Rates on Capital Equipment in Part I Countries

la This annex consists of two tables. Table I gives average tariff
rates by major groups and sub-groups of capital equipment for Part I
countries, Table II gives further detail for the sub-group of railway
equipment.

2* Table I is arranged approximately accirding to 1958 per capita
national income levels. This same arrangement also permits a grouping
by four sub-divisions: (a) United States and Canada (b) EFTA (European
Free Trade Area) excluding Austria (c) EEC (European Economic Conmunity)
(d) Austria and Japan.

3. Two sources have been used for Table I:

Column A: Sub-committee on Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint
Economic Comicttee U.S1, Congress: "Trade Restrairts in the Western
Community" (December 1961).

Column B: Political and Economic Planning (P.EP.) "Atlantic
Tariffs and~ade" (1962 ).

Both sources give duties in effect at the respective dates of
compilation.

4. Major group averages for "Electric machinery", "Transport equipment",
and "Machinery, other than electric" in both Column A and Column B are
unweighted averages of sub-group totals. (The only exception is the
Column A total for Electric machinery which is a weighted average for all
the items falling under this major group). Calculation of the sub-group
averages, homever, differs somewhat in the two sources. Sub-group averages
shown in Column A are weighted averages of both dutiable and free goods,
the tariff for each item being weighted in accordance with the trade in
this item. Sub-group averages shown in Column B are unweighted averages
of the tariff rates for the major Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (B.N.)
divisions falling under each sub-group. Thus, the tariff rate shown
under "Railway vehicles" is the unweighted average of B.N. divisions 86.01 .
86.09. Where different rates apply to different items within a B.N.
division, the mid-point of the range was selected as representative for
the division as a whole.

5. The advantage of the unweighted average, according to the P.E.P.
Studr (Source B), is that it gives equal weight to high tariffs which tend
to restrict imports. Nevertheless, Table I suggests that the difference
in weighting procedures, with only a few exceptions, has relatively little
effect upon the major group averages. Some minor differemes are, in
fact, accounted for by slight differences in coverage (in our abbreviated
calculations) rather than the weighting procedure as such. Thus, the
U.K. average tariff for "Machinery, other than electric" (S.I.T.C,
division 71) would be 17 per cent, whether computed as a weighted average
or as an unweighted average of all the nine constituent sub-headings or items,
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page 2

TABLE I

Averase Tariff Pates of Part I Countries, Group Breakdowns

United United Western
States Canada Sweden Switzerland Kinedom Norway Denamark Benelux France Germany Italy LE Austria Japan

A Bf A B A B A B A B A B A B A B. A B A ~. A A A A
Electric machinery,
aoaratus and
apliances 8 2 22 18 1 6 21 l 1 1 2 8 1 11 16 12 7 6 2Q 21 I 21 al I n-a.
Electric generators,
motors, trans-
formers, etc. n.a. 23 n.a. 20 n.a. 10 n.a. 5 n.a. 24 n.a. 13 n.a. 7 n.a. 10 n.a. 18 n.a. 5 n.a. 19 n.a. 15 n.a. 23 n.a. n.a.

Other electric ma-
chinery, apparatus
and appliances n.a. 18 n.a. 16 n.a. 10 n.a. 6 n.a. 21 n.a. 13 n.a. 8 n.a. 11 n.a. 20 n.a. 7 n.a. 25 n.a. 16 n.a. 19 n.a. n.a.

Transport euipment 1 l 2 _ 1 20 22 1 3 25 L 19 2_ 2 1822
Road motor vehicles 9 9 17 16 13 15 26 19 25 17 25 23 14 10 24 21 26 28 16 17 33 36 27 28 26 21 35 n.a.
Railway vehicles 15 16 (0) 18 10 9 6 7 20 22 19 21 6 5 12 12 14 15 9 6 13 17 13 13 25 23 15 n.a.
Other (mainly vessels) 16 16 18 19 15 2 12 8 12 6 15 11 0 3 24 6 2 9 (0) 2 22 9 14 5 14 19 25 n.a.

Machinery, other than
electric 8 12 10 2 2 2 2 i 1 1 10 6 62 15 18 7 . 12 a0 11a2 II la 1

Power generating
(except electric) 12 15 21 13 10 10 5 7 17 19 20 14 8 8 13 8 16 19 7 5 18 21 14 14 17 16 17 n.a.

Agricultural, incl.
implements (0) 3 0 0 10 10 7 8 14 14 9 9 5 5 10 7 13 16 7 5 13 20 11 11 17 19 15 n.a.

Tractors (other than
steam) (0) 6 0 0 10 10 19 11 15 22 0 0 2 2 8 15 20 22 9 7 21 27 16 16 22 22 30 n.a.

Office machinery 12 12 15 13 10 10 6 7 14 16 13 9 4 6 9 9 15 21 10 6 15 18 14 14 11 10 15 n.a.
Metal working 15 16 15 11 i 8 6 4 16 18 10 15 10 8 4 6 13 16 3 4 18 17 10 11 25 23 15 n.a.
Other industrial

machinery n.a. 15 n.a. 12 n.a. 9 n.a. 5 n.a. 17 n.a. 10 n.a. 8 n.a. 7 n.a. 17 n.a. 6 n.a. 21 n.a. 13 n.a. 18 n.a. n.a.



TABLE II AMIEX II

Tariff Duties on Railway Locomotives, Rolling Stock Page 3

and Sipnallina EauipmentA/

Switzer-
U.S. Canada land UK. Sweden Denmark Norway EEC Austria S1ain3

Steam locomotives and tenders 14 25 6-7 20 10 5 20-24 13 25 40
Electric locomotives 14 0-20 5 20 10 5 20 14 25 (30--)40-1
Diesel and diesel-electric
locomotives 14 0-20 5-6 20 10 5 20 13 23-25 (30-)4011

Self-propelled coaches 14 5 20 12 7.5 24 13-14 25 20
Passenger coaches, etc. 22.5 22.5 5-15 20 8 5-7.5 24 13 23-25 15
Railway wagons 22.5 22.5 8 202/ 8 7.5 24 14 25 15
Parts of railway rolling stock
Bogies and parts 14-22.5 10-22.5 2-9 202 8 0-5 20 13 10-28
Brakes and parts 14-22.5 10-22.5 5-15 2G2/ 10 5 20 11 20
Axles, wheels and parts 6-10 22.5 2-9 20a/ 8 0 0 15 10 25
Axle boxes and parts 14-22.5 22.5 6-10 202/ 8 0 n.a. 15 20
Other 14-22.5 10-27.5 2-12 17.52/ 8 0 0-20 14 20-28

Electrical substations (converters) 15 20 2-6 17.5 10 12 10 12 16-24 35
Electrical traffic control and
safety equipment 10.5-17.5 0 3 20 10 8 10 15 23 30

Mechanical signalling, safety
and control equipment 12.5 0 3-6 20 8 5 20 14 25 25

I/ The lower rate applies to locomotives operating on narrow-gauge railroads.
2/ For wagons designed to operate on track 3 feet or less, the duty is 33 1/3 per cent. The same applies to parts

of railway rolling stock, intended for narrow-gauge railroads.
31 In all cases, there is a fiscal tax varying between 8 and 12 per cent added on top of the price including duties.

Hence, the actual incidence is apparently 8-12 per cent higher than indicated in the table. (We say apparently
because we are not sure whether the excise tax on domestically produced equipment is identical with the tax on
imported equipment.)

4/ This is an area of procurement where there may be domestic preferences other than tariff duties, especially in
countries where state railroads predominate. This aspect has not been investigated.

n.a. = not available.
Sources: (1) Atlantic Tariffs and Trade compiled by P.E.P. (1962).

(2) Arancel de Aduanas (1960), supplemented with special communication on the subject by RENFE (June 1963).



Annex III

Tariff and other protection to domestic producers
of 'ligft' manufactures in developed countries

The following extracts are quoted from the U.N. World Economic Survey
for 1962 _/. The factual material on which Tables III and IV are based
was collected by GATT.

Tariffs

"A discussion of general tariff levels does not permit an accurate
assessment of the effect of tariffs on the expansion of trade, since
average tariff rates for broad commodity groups may have little relation
to the effective rates on particular items of major importance to the
developing countries. This difficulty can be partially overcome ./ by
identifying the particular commodities that are imported from the develop-
ing countries and finding out the exact tariff barrier that they have to
cross. This kind of information for individual comnodities has been
compiled by GATT on the basis of material supplied by Governments. A
summary of the rates for such manufactures and semi-manufactures is
presented in Table III. These specific rates provide a more concrete
illustration of the barriers faced by the developing countries. Further-
more, it may be noted that many of the specific rates which are of interest
to tvs developing countries are higher than the averages for the commodity
grotps to which they belong.

Quota Restrictions

Tariff walls, if not too high, are often scaled by improving the
efficiency of the industries concerned and lowering costs of production.
Quota restrictions, however, cannot be overcome by increasing efficiency
in production.

With the easing of balance of payments positions, most countries of
North America and Western Europe have withdrawn quota restrictions on
imports of manufactured goods. In France and the Federal Republic of
Germany among the EEC countries and in Austria and Denmark among the EFTA
countries, quota restrictions are, however, still maintained on a number
of manufactured goods in which the developing countries are interested
(see Table IV). These are mostly consumer goods; many of them are

_l pp. 67-70
/ The solution is only a partial one because it does not provide for

those cases in which there are no imports because tariffs are
prohibitively high.
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durables in which the developing countries have installed production
capacity only very recently.

On many of these items restrictions are operated in such a way as
to discriminate in favor of trade within a regional grouping and against
trade outside the group. In general, however, the recent trend has been
towards withdrawal of restrictions; the main exception has been in cotton
textiles where this trend has been reversed.

Quota restrictions on Textiles

The textile industry is one of the initiators of industrial trans-
formation. Its pioneering growth has been crucial not only in the case
of Europe, North America and Japan but also in many of the developing
countries in recent years. The existence of a sizable domestic market
permits it to grow by the simple process of import substitution once
the political and social situation in a country permits such substitution
and the infrastructure is sufficiently developed to provide the requisite
transportation and power. Once having expanded to a size where economies
of scale begin to show beneficial effects on costs, the progress of the
industry is rapid and is advanced through the combination of cheap labor
ard modern machinery.

In the cheaper types of textiles in which labor content is relatively
high and products are fairly standardized, the developing countries have
an obvious advantage over the developed countries. On the other hand, in
high-quality and fashion products, which require heavy expenditure on
research, development, design and promotion, involving considerable risk-
taking, the developed countries may continue to retain their advantage
over the developing countries.

It is, therefore, in the export of the cheaper and standard-quality
textiles that the developing countries made rapid progress in recent
years."

A discussion of the recent history of the growth of textile exports from
the developing countries, and of the iMact of quota restrictions imposed
by developed countries, concludes as follows. "It should be observed
that if the export quotas to Canada, the United Kingdom and the United
States remain unchanged at the 1961 level, while quotas to the other
European countries are increased as promised, the export of cotton textiles
fro m the developing countries will rise at an ainual rate of only about
3 per cent during the period of the long-term agreement - which is a rate
of growth much below that attained in recent years".



Table fII . Tatiff fla - an in*st ammit e in Mt hmIr ini ndWmtm'n bw&an 1'60

(Pemetae)

UAted Sanavisa United
.. tq sta ' Nd* Mb Austria eantries KingdAm

BIlyel7 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1l.k4.7.0 25.0 2.021.0 18.O-34.0 0-33.6 20.0
Gycles and parte

Goir maufaotrese . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.5.-W.0 25.0-30.0 34.0-24.0 25.0-30.0 3.0-25.00 10.0-20.0
Fabries, oarp*ta, earpeting and rugs,

rats, twiae, eardage, nets, et@.

Copper rellings . . . . .. .. . . . . . 5.5-18.1 7.5-15.0 10.043.0 10.0-15.0 0-5.00 10.0-20.0
Wrought bea, sections, plates, eta.
Foil, tubeS, pipes, ete.

Dies engines up to and inoluding 50 h.p. . 8.8-15.0 20.0 12.0.22.0 025.0 0-20.0 17.5-30.0
Internal conation engines (excluding

aircraft engines)

Electric fens . . . . . . . . .. ... 17.5 22.5 19.0 24.0 10.0-20.0 17.5
Domestic appliances

Electric motors up to and inoluding 50 h.p.. 1.2-10.5 22.5 12.0-14.0 18.0-25.0 10.0-2.0 10.0-17.5

Jate mannfactures . . . . 0 0 0 ... . 1.8-22.4 5.0-25.0 10.0-23.0 l8.0-32.0 0-25.0 10.0.20.0
Yarns and thread, hessian cloth, sacking olotb

carpets, carpeting, rugs, tapestries, ate.

Leather goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.5-"0.0 10.0-27.5 7.0-21.0 18.0-24.0 0-30.0 10.0-30.0
irticlea of leather, handbags, gloves, luggage,

leather garrents, harness and saddles, eta.

aawing rachines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5-0.0 045.0 12.044.0 25.0-28.0 0-10.0 15.0-20.0
Machines and parts

tlfntre . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 . 4 - 3 4.Of 10.0-25.0 17.0-20.0 . . . 5.0-20.(F 15.0-20.0
Furniture for housahlA, office, medical,

dental, surgical or veterinary use

Sources General Agreeoent on Tariffs and Trede, Comnittee III, "Cotoms Tariffs on Certain ProucwUs ;onsidered
Iq the Committee", documents COM.IIIPt3, 2 Vay 1962 and CJ..IIU/73/Add.1, 4 tiay 1962.

a Moot favored nation rates.

b Common external tariff.

a General; most favored nation rates not ana.a1i6e.

4 NODn-prefrential rates; preferential rates are awo in most case*.

e S30auding coir yarns and fibres an which the rates are seo in most countries.

f Including utensils, hollow or flat-qare, stoves and ranges, eto.



Table IV . QMUta RestrIOMs in NaM Amerl and W s*tU oPP an Inports of 2nazfacturbs

CaMOndit Muata restriotiAE

B~ya~u. .. .. .. ..Autrla Restricted
Downark Restriated

GOla "Awuftr *.. * . . Astria lbsat itera restricted
Franae Restriatod, ecept froa Oi. countries
GernmV (Federal Republic) Certain types restricted

Eleotric rotorM . . . ... . . . . . . AustriA Certain types restricted
DQum.rk Restricted
Franoe Restricted, excoept fror. G&) countries

Ferroohrme and froTannae.... Fran e Restriotod, amept frao QL= countries

Finished leather . . . . . . . . . . . Gerrany (Federal Pepublio) Neat leather restrictod, exoep.t froi. OLID countries

Internal combustion engines ..... Austria Certain types of diesel engines restricted
Douaark agines for cyclo. with auxiliary engines

reatrioted

Jute ranufactures . . . . . . ... Deuu'*rk Hessian saOks, othar sacks arA bags reastricted,
except reinfor coo Juto sacks

France Various itow rostricted
Germwan (Federal Republic) Jute sacke, bags, umwed, restricted frjr.

several countries
United idngdon Various restrictions

Load . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * Jnited jtates rJr.snufactureI l. .Abjoct to rastriction

lAsther footwear .. . . . . . . . . . Austria All typos res.rictad

Smring MOachines . . . . . . . . . . . Austria Furniture desiigrot for 3ewin rachincz
restricted

Fran. hestricted, excop.t fro = OL, countries
Gerrany (Federal Republio) 1on-iod-sriaral sevig *a chines anm 14rtu

rectricted, excpt froi.. WLD countries

Sports goods .......... . 1jumrk Gertain types restricted
Prance Certain types rostricteo, except fro. GJ-

Co.ut~ri

Sourest General Agreerent on Tariffs and Trade, )=Ates III, "Qwuanitative itfetrictione Affooting- 2xpOrts of

Lew Developed Contries", in documnte CO.111/72, 12 April 1962, CGi. 1/89, lb .eptewber 1962 and

CO~I II/89/v.1, 16 November 1962.

a Austria, elgiu rALUxerabourg, Densark, Fedeiral iiepublic of Gerrany, France, Italy etherlandls, *tkeway, Sweden#

iwitserland and United &ingdom.

b Gountries in North America and western rurope not specified do not in general -aintain any quota restrictions

oan imports of 1he oaodities listed.



1OR No.457

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR REONRTION AND DEVELO MET

OFCE MEMORANDUM
TO Files DATE: October 5

ROM W. J. Ar{stron

SUBJECT:

At the request of Mr. Erle Ocega Jr. I saw Mr. william M.Miller
of the United States Pipe & Foundry Companyp Birmingham, Alabama and Mr.
Jerome M. Rapassa of Gillespie and Compaan New York, to discuss Bank

procurement proceduress. These gentlemen knew of the Bank's requirements

for competitive bidding on Bank ~projects and wished to know whetherunder
Bank operating procedures a consortium of American Cast Iron Pipe Manu-
facturers could priesent a single bid for the supply of cast iron pipe.
Mr. Miller elained that under the laws in the United States it was

possible' to form such a consortium which would involve the establishment

of a company in order to present bids for the sply of equipment outside

of the United States. The two gentlemen were exploring the feasibility
and adv:sability of etting up such a consortium for the cast iron pipe
industry in the hope that they could thus be more comipetitive on the
international market, The theory being that one manufacturer might
have an-advantage over another in a paticular size ort ype of cast iron
pipe, which would allow a lower bid overall than if each manufacturer
were to bid on a comtplete lot.

I said in principle I could see no objection to such an arrange-

ment so long as there was a responsible party to see that the conatract
would be filledl, but that I would like to consult with other people in
the Bank first. I then talked to Mr. Fontein and Mr. Wiehen and thei
reaction ws the same as mine that, in principle, they scould see no
objection to the suggested consortium so long as there was assured

competition from suppliers of other nationalities.

Iater Mr. Fontein called me back and said tha he had dscussed
this with Mr. Nurick, that in some cases such conso~rtius could be used
to maintain higher prices from members of the consortium thanaif each
company bid- separately. I replied that in this case I felt that this
would not be possible since U.S. Cast Iron Pipe as largely uncompetitie
with pipe fromn Europe and Japan, and especially uncompetitive with pipe
from England. That in this case I felt that the proposal appeared to be
agenuine effort to beome more competitive on the international market

cc* Messrs Aldewereld/

Fontein
Wiehen

* *
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Record Removal Notice a
& Records Managemnent

File Title Barcode No.
Procurement - General - Volume 2

30181436

Document Date Document Type

September 16, 1958 Board Paper

Correspondents / Participants
From: The Secretary
To: Executive Directors and Alternates, President, Vice Presidents, Department Heads

Subject / Title
Statement by Director of Department of Operations - Western Hemisphere Regarding Financing Local Expenditures in Mexico

Exception(s)

Additional Comments
The item(s) identified above has/have been removed in

Declassification review of this record may be initiated upon request. accordance with The World Bank Policy on Access to
Information. This Policy can be found on the World Bank
Access to Information website.

Withdrawn by Date

Ann May 02-Aug-16

Archives 1 (January 2016)



Record Removal Notice Araris
& Records Management

File Title Barcode No.
Procurement - General - Volume 2

30181436

Document Date Document Type

November 13, 1956 Memorandum

Correspondents / Participants
From: F. M. Oppenheimer
To: Files

Subject / Title
Discussions on Procurement Problems

Exception(s)
Attorney-Client Privilege

Additional Comments
The item(s) identified above has/have been removed in
accordance with The World Bank Policy on Access to
Information. This Policy can be found on the World Bank
Access to Information website.

Withdrawn by Date

Ann May 02-Aug-16

Archives 1 (January 2016)



Record Removal Notice A; i
& Records Management

File Title Barcode No.
Procurement - General - Volume 2

30181436

Document Date Document Type
December 8, 1953 Board Record

Correspondents / Participants
From: Burke Knapp

Subject / Title
Methods of Procurement under IBRD loans

Exception(s)

Additional Comments
The item(s) identified above has/have been removed in

Declassification review of this record may be initiated upon request. accordance with The World Bank Policy on Access to
Information. This Policy can be found on the World Bank
Access to Information website.

Withdrawn by Date

Ann May 02-Aug-16

Archives 1 (January 2016)



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

(NOT FOR PUBLIC USE)

FOR DECLASSIFIED R-742A

EXECUTIVE AUG 0 2 2016 (For consideration by the

D IR EC T ORS' WBACUISExecutive Directors onETWBGARCHIVES December 8, 1953.)MEETING
December 4, 1953

FROM: The Secretary

METHODS OF PROCUREMENT UNDER I.B.R.D. LOANS

With reference to the paper on "Methods of Procur nt

under I.B.RALoans" which was circulated on October li, 1953

under Report R-742, it appears that the first full paragraph on

page 2 was incomplete and subject to misinterpretation.

Accordingly, this paragraph has been amended and the attached

revised paper is circulated for the consideration of the Executive

Directors at their meeting on December 8, 1953.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
rice President
Assistant to President
Department Heads

* Sec.8-90



1MTHDS OF PROCR2ENT
UIMM)E IB3RD loANS

The Articles of Agreement of the Bank provide (Article III,
Section 5(a)) that "The Bank shall Impose no conditions that the proceeds
of a loan shall be spent in the territories of any particular member or
members"; and (Article III, Section 5(b)) that "The Bank shall make ar-
rangements to ensure that the proceeds of any loan are used only for the
purposes for which the loan was granted, with due attention to considera-
tions of economy and efficiency ... ". Thus the Bank cannot make tied loans.
The borrower is free to use the proceeds of the loan in making purchases
in any member country if the standard of economy and efficiency is respected.

It seems within the spirit of these provisions that the Bank should
allow its borrowers to exercise their own business judgment in making pur-
chases. Considerations of various kinds may reasonably influence borrowers
to purchase in one market rather than another; for example, familiarity
with certain types of equipment, the desire to standardize equipment in
order to avoid complications in maintenance and spare parts control and
the availability of dealers' maintenance and service facilities for speci-
fic types of equipment. It is.inappropriate for the Bank to attempt to impose
its own judgment on its borrower in such matters unless the borrower's
preference appears likely to result in an uneconomic use of the Bank's
resources.

Subject to the foregoing, the Bank wishes all of its member governments
to have a fair opportunity to supply goods required under Bank loans. Such
an objective is appropriate to the Bank's character as a cooperative inter-
national institution among whose principal purposes is the promotion of
"The long-range balanced growth of international trade" (Article I (iii).
Therefore, the Bank favors procurement on a competitive international basis,
where this is appropriate.

In particular loans, these two desires of the Bank, to defer to the
borrower's reasonable business judgment and to favor international competition
in procurement, may come into conflict. The Bank has not attempted to resolve
these conflicts by any absolute rule. Instead, it has followed the practice
of encouraging its borrowers to invite bids on an international basis, or at
least to test the availability of supplies in the leading markets, but has not
insisted on that coui'se where the borrower has satisfied the Bank that it has
substantial reasons for using another purchasing method and that its preferred
method will procure suitable goods at fair prices and on reasonable terms.

Hany of the Bank's borrowers are familiar with competitive bidding and
employ the technique on their own initiative because of domestic legal re-
quirements or as a matter of sound business practice. In some cases,
particularly where experience in procurement is lacking, the Bank has advised,

Sec. 8-52



or even required, the borrower to employ international bidding and to
retain a qualified consultant to assist in determining the qualifications
of bidders, in preparing specifications and in analyzing the relative
merits of bids.

It follows from what has been said that the Bank never proposes that
a borrower should place a contract with a designated supplier, or that
competition should be restricted to a designated group of suppliers. The
Bank does not furnish lists of suppliers to its borrowers. The borrower
must decide which suppliers should be invited to bid, and to which of them
the contract is to be awarded. The Bank will want to satisfy itself that
the goods supplied are suitable for the requirements of the project.

Similarly, in the case of construction contracts, the Bank will want
to satisfy itself that the contractors employed are competent. It is,
however, the borrower who is responsible for the qualification and selection
of such contractors. It has happened on a few occasions that a borrower
has asked the Bank to supply a list of firms experienced in a particular
type of construction. In such cases the Bank is prepared to supply a list,
compiled on an international basis, of firms with specialized experience
in the field in question, but in each case with the proviso that the list
should not be regarded as exhaustive, and that it should be supplemented
from other sources as far as may be possible. In preparing such a list,
the Bank draws on information submitted by a large number of contractors
in various countries on their own initiative, on the experience of its
staff members, and on the contacts it maintains in supervising the operations
of the projects which it finances.

In some other cases, the Bank has been asked by a borrower to submit
the names of individuals or firms experienced as consultants in various
special fields. The Bank maintains contact with specialized international
agencies, professional associations, etc. in various countries in this
connection. It is therefore usually in a position either to suggest names
of consultants from its own records or to obtain such names from sources of
information in various countries. Such lists of consultants are compiled
on an international basis, and submitted to borrowers with the same proviso
that they should not be regarded as exhaustive, and should be supplemented
from other sources as far as may be possible.

Although many borrowers employ the system of competitive bidding,
whether on their own initiative or at the Bank's request, there are a
number of loans in connection with which the system has not been applied.
Some of these are loans to which it is in any case inapplicable, such as
impact loans. In others it has not proved to be appropriate. The most
usual reasons why the method is sometimes inappropriate are explained in
the following paragraphs.

There are cases in which the goods in question may be available from
only one country.

In other cases, the Bank's loans are needed and granted to cover the
cost of goods to be supplied from a particular area, the borrower being
able to pay for goods from other areas with its own resources.

Sec.8-90
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Sometimes the greatest efficiency and economy may be attained in
operation and maintenance, and the cost of carrying spare parts may be
minimized, by standardizing on a particular make of equipment. This may
have the additional advantage of maintaining continuity of relationships
with manufacturers and obtaining technical assistance from them.

There is one type of loan in which the goods pass through normal
trade channels, and both the importer and the ultimate purchaser have no
relationship with the Bank. In such cases it is not practical to stipulate
a particular method of purchase, and the consumer's preference will determine
the source of supply.

There are some cases in which an experienced and "sophisticated"
purchaser knows the market so well that the best prices and terms can be
obtained by carrying out procurement on a negotiated basis.

It sometimes happens that orders have been placed before the loan
is granted. In such cases the Bank expects the borrower to prove that
the contract prices are reasonable, but cannot of course do more than this.

These are the most usual reasons why international bidding is not
practiced in all the operations financed by Bank loans, and why the Bank
has never adopted arW rigid policy that all its borrowers should always
use the method.

Sec. 8-90
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METHODS OF PROCURMENT
UNDER IBRD IDANS

The Articles of Agreement of the Bank provide (Article III,
Section 5(a)) that "The Bank shall impose no conditions that the proceeds
of a loan shall be spent in the territories of aW particular member or
members"; and (Article III, Section 5(b)) that "The Bank shall make ar-
rangements to ensure that the proceeds of arr loan are used only for the
purposes for which the loan was granted, with due attention to considera-
tions of economy and efficiency ... " Thus the Bank cannot make tied loans.
The borrower is free to use the proceeds of the loan in making purchases
in any member country if the standard of economy and efficiency is respected.

It seems within the spirit of these provisions that the Bank should
allow its borrowers to exercise their own business judgment in making pur-
chases. Considerations of various kinds may reasonably influence borrowers
to purchase in one market rather than another; for example, familiarity
with certain types of equipment, the desire to standardize equipment in
order to avoid complications in maintenance and spare parts control and
the availability of dealers' maintenance and service facilities for speci-
fic types of equipment. It is inappropriate for the Bank to attempt to impose
its own judgment on its borrower in such matters unless the borrower's
preference appears likely to result in an uneconomic use of the Bank's
resources.

Subject to the foregoing, the Bank wishes all of its member governments
to have a fair opportunity to supply goods required under Bank loans. Such
an objective is appropriate to the Bank's charac-er as a cooperative inter-
national institution among whose principal purposes is the promotion of
"The long-range balanced growth of international trade" (Article I (iii).
Therefore, the Bank favors procurement on a competitive international basis,
where this is appropriate.

In particular loans, these two desires of the Bank, to defer to the
borrower's reasonable business judgment and to favor international competition
in procurement, may come into conflict. The Bank has not attempted to resolve
these conflicts by any absolute rule. Instead, it has followed the practice
of encouraging its borrowers to invite bids on an international basis, or at
least to test the availability of supplies in the leading markets, but has not
insisted on that course where the borrower has satisfied the Bank that it has
substantial reasons for using another purchasing method and that its preferred
method will procure suitable goods at fair prices and on reasonable terms.

Many of the Bank's borrowers are familiar with competitive bidding and
employ the technique on their own initiative because of domestic legal re-
quirements or as a matter of sound business practice. In some cases,
particularly where experience in procurement is lacking, the Bank has advised,

Sec. 8-52
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or even required, the borrower to eriploy international bidding and to
retain a qualified consultant to assist in determining the qualifications
of bidders, in preparing specifications and in ana3yzing the relative
merits of bids.

It follows from what has been said that the Bank never proposes
that a borrower should place a contract with a designated supplier, or
that competition should be restricted to a designated group of suppliers.
The borrower must decide which suppliers should be invited to bid, and to
which of them the contract is to be awarded. It does, however, happen
sometimes that a borrower will ask the Bank to supply a list of firms
qualified to bid on a particular contract or contracts. The Bank is pre-
pared to supply such a list, compiled on an international basis; but it is
always made clear to the borrower that such lists are not exhaustive, and
should be supplemented from other sources as far as it may be possible to
do so.

Although many borrowers employ the system of competitive bidding,
whether on their own initiative or at the Bank's request, there are a
number of loans in connection with which the system has not been applied.
Some of these are loans- to which it is in arn case inapplicable, such as
impact loans. In others it has not proved to be appropriate. The most
usual reasons why the method is sometimes inappropriate are explained in
the following paragraphs.

There are cases in which the goods in question may be available from
only one country.

In other cases, the Bank's loans are needed and granted to cover the
cost of goods to be supplied from a particular area, the borrower being able
to pay for goods from other areas with its own resources.

Sometimes the greatest efficiency and economy may be attained in operation
and maintenance, and the cost of carrying spare parts may be minimized, by
standardizing on a particular make of equipment. This may have the additional
advantage of maintaining continuity of relationships with manufacturers and
obtaining technical assistance from them.

There is one type of loan in which the goods pass through normal trade
channels, and both the importer and the ultimate purchaser have no relation-
ship with the Bank. In such cases it is not practical to stipulate a
particular method of purchase, and the consumer's preference will determine
the source of supply.

There are some cases in which an experienced and "sophisticated"
purchaser knows the market so well that the best prices and terms can be
obtained by carrying out procurement on a negotiated basis.

Sec. 8-52
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It sometimes happens that orders have been placed before the
loan is granted. In such cases the Bank expects the borrower to
prove that the contract prices are reasonable, but cannot of course
do more than this.

These are the most usual reasons why international bidding is
not practiced in all the operations financed by Bank loans, and why
the Bank has never adopted any rigid policy that all its borrwers
should always use the method.

Sec:8-52
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December 16, 1952

STAFF LOAN COMITTEE

Memorandum from the Director, Economic Staff

Herewith for your information a memorandum on the foreign credit

operations of the Defense Materials Procurement Agency (DMPA). I plan to

circulate the paper which describes a less known part of the foreign economic

operations of the U. S. Government to the Executive Directors. The paper has

been cleared with DUPA; I am also sending a copy to kr. Hooker.

Coments should be given to John H. Adler (Room 1223, Ext. 2131)

not later than Tuesday, December 23.
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FORM No. 57.'

(5.48) INTERNAIIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Harold Graves DATE: November 19, 1952

FROM: Henry W. Riley

SUBJECT:

Referring to your note of November 10 about Walter Hill's request,

I am attaching a short memorandum regarding the Bank's disbursements

for European equipment. I must say that basic information on which this

memorandum is based has already been furnished to Mr. Hill. I am return-

ing his letter herewith.

A



Amount of European Equipment Purchased
by the Bank's borrowers.

At the end of the Bank's last fiscal year, June 30, 1952, disbursements

on the Bank's loans totalled the equivalent of $876 million. Of this amount

the equivalent of approximately $125 million was disbursed to the Bank's

Borrowers to finance the purchase of goods from European suppliers.

During the first four months of the current fiscal year, disbursements

totalled the equivalent of approximately $8h million, of which about 1*.*

was to finance purchases from European suppliers. Not only have European

purchases amounted to a substantial portion of the Bank's disbursements, but

recent figures show an increase in the percentage of European goods financed.

For the period prior to June 30, 1952, about 14% of the goods financed by the

Bank originated from Europe. AboutI.4t% of disbursements made in the current

fiscal year relate to European goods.
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No., 669 November 17. 1952

ale tter rm Schenker & CowpWnd of i lburg, Goriay

This letter is being pilaced In our fil",, in the *won5
.ta V& receive inquiries from wug of our borrras for Infr-
naton on the type of servies this compoy could rm yw

Ihave net acknowedeged aShunkerfs letter, in casea you
have already don* so firom 1krims.

Frank T. Shu3I Jr.

Mr'6 ~ sa ftt .Mler

Mcontrucim-and Develoent

jd P 04-i *, rac
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No. 657 November 10, ,952

Dear Bobs

I refer to letter number 589 addressed to you by1

Mr. John DWnois, with regard to the draft6 xusmwx of wr

atatenmu to the OIMC Machinery Cosmittee in paris,

I have looked over this sateent and have made one

or two zinor alterations and additions to it. I an

threfore enoloaing two amended copiesO and should

appreciate y '' torwarding one of thmato Mrt Bo.quete

With bet regardg,

Sine~ 7in ous,

Dap'rtmnt of

lk* Roboirt F, Ndiinag
International Bak for Reconstruction
and Deelopmnt

67 rue do Lille
Paris 70, France

jd ~ cc Mro Stanley 1M ile
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thm for the coesiets which they had extnde to a* during my trip
to Aope last xuawar., I discovere that I had failed to write to

I hope that you vill forgive me for ti oesight and that you
wil pemi as attis late date to emprosany approctattes for the

priviegeo visitng your plant, a""in you, and diohmwaing with
your dircto s eo your probles, as well as acesuatdng yma

with th perationsa ofte World Bank. I onj oyed so mehk the oppr-
tunii to see thearticles which you mamfacture sa dittibuto
throughotte worlA, and I wax paeaiuglry impiressed with the

div4orsifica~en of your ine of products*

Neors, ffliserstos anda Btenbsrijs mid to Mr. Rolf Undana you r
easr., If I recal coreetj, one of your exeuivs planned to

vsit the ftited fats "moeum ts f&Us sa I hop that he v13.
ake t a point to ams to Washington duing his stay in this country,
so that I my have the pleasure of seeing him.

Aain, Nr %baks fr the courtesies extended to Mr. wMe and

4 4*

Sincerely your*.

Frn T.- Sh1%t r

Depu-buent of
Technial Operations

IteOna al6

Maain irco

ft ss D04uuao
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I'as going over the list of persons to when Iand wrtten,
thakig hen for the owatoxies which they had erkendotd to m
daigmy toro at es during the summer, and I uMmenly rsa-
isai thtyur name ws not among, them. I tea ery bad about

thsoorih and hape that you donot fel ffndds

Cortainy., of al the people I met in arope who earned a
noto ofthMans# youshould stand cloe to the op of the lst.

ItA a I plaisure f or me to have met you and I doAysa
"prcito hevalabe s; aics pyou rene darlng v traves

Again* amy I say that I am terri*r sorry not to have wrte
to you msoer anid I hope that you wi forgive me.

merelr youm

MAMMUSM1 Bank $or Reonstruction
. nd evelopmt

67ft do lille
U r, hm aN

+*N *
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Da tlasa amaayu njmrAitsea e

Reero4 is =do to ~ >~ you lete 44-gptoo A4c A

reuete lfomtn read n Goenment testa inNomasa on behalf
*tcawwde Xn m% fere aoft ho Agricultural aMndtagrhrf Assoc-

MY inrdtgaticn o et #a matter disclose& that the aaiian ooengnt
do"s not r9 "tators frow antrios. oter tha the United Stotos

P"4theXokskaeists Iftese tractors wea being firsiadfo an
ftp~r-M~m .Bankloansit i more tan likelyththeownaog r

V3 it m an Amicranstandards, in whch case they W cnfr& Xebran*
$09o It is also IkG1Y that if ths equipent wero beti covered y an

b-bw* a )AMit oul al have to be parchased in the Us.# which is one of
th requeemts of that bank.

Oquipot am* on the maktg6 b those das xaahnnqe psers would
90~~ about t e traldtellnga farmers to eU their hores and equipownt
and W those now mecanical device. Ittuned out thatmany of thso

d~vices were abslutel useless and the farvert was deti itaken* 7 the
aMhnar peddler- The State of Weraskis decidd tat t woudo prmi
those mahinery poddlwx to.M sides faers and, thrt , the legsatur
passed a bill.which statedth#at an "aippeut sold in th St would hsa to
met thestandards vAn tests of the State Vniversity. Ihi tst hasN o a~n

doom through the years and ins till a standard for testing fams eqwsffient

des~tie f#r Arall is not subject to the Nbraska test,

I hope that this informtion will 01Wa up the point rased b Cam.uder
linhane

Department of
Tecnals Operations

Id wn~tional Rak for Reonstructo

Paris T, Frame
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON 25 D. C.
TEL. BABYLONE 17-10 PLEASE REPLY TO

CABLE ADDRESS -INTBAFRAD PARIS PARIS OFFICE ADDRESS

67. RUE DE LILLE
PARIS (7). FRANCE

P.1167 October 23, 1952

Mr. Harold Graves
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington 25, D.C.

Dear Harold:

The Conseil National du Patronat Franqais (CNPF), the French
equivalent of the National Manufacturers.# Association, have been
in touch with us for some time to keep up to date on the Bank's
activities. They would like to publish in a future number of
their monthly bulletin a note describing:

1) the increase which has taken place in the amount of
European equipment purchased by borrowers out of the
Bank's loans. Mr. Aldewereld's letter to us of July 21,
1952 (P.455) contained interesting figures in this
connection,

2) the principles which the Bank encourages its borrowers
to adopt in placing contracts , and the procuiement
assistance rendered to borrowers by the Bank.

Such an article might be extremely useful here in France in
view of the fact that the French manufacturers'are increasingly
participating in projects financed by the Bank. I *O'nder whether
it'Would be possible for you to have some notes prepared which we
could use to help the CNPP preparie the kiid of article they have
in mind. I should imagine that about 1000 words will be required.

Best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Walter Hill
Special Representative in Europe
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October 16,XP .
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I an in reep of your letter of Septamb"r 19$ 1952,
whiah which yms oulosed informd~on regarding tmtw =m
fActured IW your agg. I au MWgg to have this data,
In the event that a ou wr borrowers request Iatfoeation
on tis kind of eqnipmento

Witt regard to the prwpsdt road 0onstrution pograx
In fir*, SIZISe S Mk~s borroes mae their ea selection

Of *qPmmt i s migsted that yo contact

Decteur des Ports at mos
Rtitere des Trammu jMbt at
des aun*ang

Vw7 traky yom

No s 00 S4anle

S*

XU Mwbc
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October 160 W2%

Gent at 
I

I acknowledgo receipt of your latter dated October 2,

and an pleasel to advise you tat* Ihe today receivedthe

DlrwW7as of British 0anutmetion mtW4=must which yvu so

kindl sent to me at the reest r, Sbnl4W H. Xillr.

s direstmyr wi cerainly be moat useful to us here

appopiae card.

Stl;

*a T

DeA*m" of

Tobia Ope an

2h lo ato of A Ad~urr

of Cetmtor Plan

AV A.U Rm

12 Souh Plac

Aait A , A'f42,A. A
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s a inrsep o r letter "td Septembe Y9, 52.

ofreden~sti eipimwh.e I ai b r to hv ths
"U~ II te evn ha mW of ur s bowowwo roeotn for-

in 4 a th e s b wsa thei

Diretew o Portset Chauesso
Wm~xtert Vamx Neblic at

4"

V>7 UMMA YOA

a~ob L. Dumndois

JLUOSJ cc: Mr. Stanley MIller
Mr. Dorsey Stephens
Yr. Svoboda

4 44"

12 47*
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Octobr 13, 195

Wit rwpm t te Sw.. se r.a d conestr~tj 2. prea

in Syria# sine the J0akli borroersa maket thei am seleetion
of Oqsiaumts it is suggested that Ymu aaas

Dretwir don Forts st Chaussees

des e-0 mdeations

Damec"', Sriaie

JLDUBOIJoh de DuSaneyoiis
Mr DoreeyrSenphof

Ev bda
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I aa in "641 a l o 6 dated 86s0mlger 3,, 1952#
ith wbich you mcler informgtl= s ng hriamo
lanterxe t

in VrMa Elm* Us ImkTa borteawdo mak hgj mng gg aaseU
ofequagipmnit, it is sugestd. that you contact,

16 Babih Oulabi.
Wgreatau des Pors et Cmmommse
Min ite don Travaux ftbics Ot

des Coamwnic atign

Aesus Syriad
A#

V7 trWY yours,

Deparbment of
Technnia Oposticne

"Rho0m
RemwebgdgA stinghausen

JLDUBOISt d cc: !Ar# Stnaley iLdler
I-re Dorsey Stephens
Ire Svoboda
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wth which yms eans inf ormtton regvas vu 1mW Ma
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with regard to tents saw"factued b Ys oem ona

Wit rwpntg to t he popesme o onstdmeh pogaM
.in sap, smse She Bmksk boeom mk thi am "ecstion

of OPIPM%#a It is mugme tt yv pa ownwts
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*I October 9, 1952

I. am .. In ~ r . ya ltte daed S.etembro 70
wia tha hic ywAmased infrt.m rspxdUn y..r varlaus
mols of truokn* I an h&Wi to havo thU deaoa iu the

wmet that &Wy of our bwrowsers rogms ftamatn an t1s
Vypo of equtgeont.

With regard to hs, proposod vusid soustrwtisse pras
In Orria, aims the Uwake borrawwoa mak* thoir own solostim

of aeimoto it is vuggested Vhat you contacts

No Bih Ou2M -
Directowr des Parts st Cbsmss
Minixtwo dom Trme amu fbe t

* V037 UuV3 Yvu",.

Jobn L,6 DUns*U

Wm skes 5 4:

W-t D=Weu Btaphons
Wr. 8"eboda
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~~t ~sOtoberi9 -1952 ~
Receipt is acknowledged .f yr letter ET/DB ated

September 23, in-which you inform us that ymw general

catalog of Laboratory and Pilot lant Aquipment in presentay

out of print.

Hmsever, we shall be ver7 pleased to receive you 540B

of Scientific Apparatus and 16B-S of Laboratoz7 Specialities,

which we undertand you are depthn ousudrsprt

Very tnay yons

John L* DaBois
Depatment of

Technical Operations

Isuble Street

LoAon, W*..
JIDUBOIS jd England

S*



No 99 Ocoer 9s 1952

The only thingthat I can suggest is that the conion fabricating
tranmisson wers should keep abrogs of the Bnk's loast s then

contacst the borrowsing country regarding their project. As you know, it
s not te Bankta policy to rocomnai to a borrower that eqipent

should be procured from a particulAr manuaturer. It is Perfoct~y all
rigt to inform a mnactuesrer that a loan has been *ad* to a cerain

oountily,,but hero again, we do not iwant te manufacturer to got the idea
that the Bank is reamwdi*ng him to a bortrowng country. In all ases
th borrower should selet his on equipagent, without any influence from
te ank so long as the price is reasonable and the choice is in lint

We have nowarr~aged for you to reoiv* certain Book papers, which
wil keep you advised of what loans are in offtp as well as various

pr oed loans on which the Bank is workinge 3morver, the latter should
be kie confidential until such time as the loan is signed. Tese

-jar will keep you curront3jy informed s to what type of pWojects are
bengcnsidered by the Bank.

With beat regards.

Sincerely yours,

DepartmentA of
Tecnictal Operations

W 0 Saley H. NJI Ie
Inernational Bank for Reconstruction
and Deelopmet

67 rus, do Lille
JLDUF0IS:jd Plaris *, Faac



No. 600 ctober 9, 1952

Dear Stanlegri _r b

Reference is made to your letter P/-100 dated ctober 2, regarding
spectiictions.

Am you know, in many instances when th Bank receives a request for
a ltanb theborrwer has already proeeded with the engineering and
specifications and, in some cases, orders have been placedo IfthMe Bank
approves the loan, it does not ask he borrower at that late date to ro-
write the sp ifiation. It in the normal procedure for am engineering
concerns to write their spectiiations around a certain manufaoturerts
equipment and then specify "or like equipwnt".

In the case of Finland, we are only financing a certain portion of
them* projects and the Finns requested dollars, so as to purchase equipment
in te U.S. t heay are finaning themselves, much more +han te amount of
ur loan, equipment which will be procured in st currency aountriese
The Finns cortaiW7r would not borrow dollars and have then converted into
soft, currencies for the parchame of equipmnt in soft currency countries*

As you undoubtedly knw, me Bank never tries to influence a borower
to procure speciic equipment. We merely offer advice and ondeavrto -
solve axW procurement problems which aria*. The Bank does insist, so far
as possible, that biddng be carried out on an international basis, which
givesery coutrano.port..ity .o have Mther...t..cte~rs %. sumt is.,
After obtaining international bids, contracts are then usually let to the
lowest bidder with the beat delivezy.

I rosliso that mny Xaqpoan coutries and their mnanufacturers are.
under the Impression that the Bank drawn up the spectiiations on behalf
of the borrower and, due to the fact that the Bank in located in the U.S.0
it is comonly believed that we specify American wupgliers. We know that

thi is not true and this is one of the points which we mnat clarify with
mAropean manufacturers, as well as U.S. manufatuerers, on every possiblei
opportunity*.

If an inquiry was put out from India for papa with American speci-
fioations., and a Swropean concern could not quote beame such pumps were
written around U.S. spectiiations, it soa that the distributor in India
has done a good selling Job and there is nothing that wop in the Bank, can
do to coat~a such a sitaation, so long as price is reasonable and the
qmoetiictions are sound.



I hope thast this explains the situation, and if it is possible for
us to workiit thae borrowers baere specifications are dran up, we
wil try tohiave them prepare such specifiat1ins to that arW comparW
in arq country can bid.

- With bat regard*.

Sincerely yours,

John L.. Dunois

Departuent of
Technical Operations

.nernational Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

67 ru. do Lill
JDBOIS-j Paris 7*, France



I acoweg receip6 t yor letter dated October 2.
addressed to Mr. rrn . Shull, Jr, In which you inform his
that you have sent separately a copy of the Swedish Usport
Drectoer

Wil ring your letter to his attention as soon a ho eturns
to theank

Iunderast that the Procemenst Division ofto-n
alrady has la copy of this Directory, bu an usar nobiso

pu mcin, we tall be m-ry happy to receive this saend
cowg fron you, which we can them pass to the lagin*wming
Division of this Department for the use of its 4 rennaU

Wit roar o ymur request for n naddtionsa af of our
pas rolaso to be addressed to yes pesonally,, I have
tody aranodthis with the Pablic Relations Department of

Sincerely yours#

444

W1 Ha. Hlmquist
Genera S et Assocition

* 4

42ft44 a

jd Stokhlm Swden

4444 4 +



FORM No. 27
(0)* INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OUTGOING wizz

DATE August 25, 1952 CLASS OF SERVICE DESIBED

TO: .91m MTTTm NIGHTr LETTER FWCODE
INTBFRAD
PARIS DEFERRED F FULL RATE F-

TEXT: TELETYPE ED

NUMBER 112 RE YOUR IETTER AUGUST 7 TO MINISTRY OF SUPPLY COMM&

M.E.X.E. REQUESTS YOU VISIT CHRISTCHURCH AUGUST 28 OR 29 CONFIRM

ARRANGEMENITS TO COIONEL COATES CHRISTCHURCH 730

SHUIL

D

44

AUTHORIZED For Use by Archives Division

T hlJr. Checked for Dispatch

FILE COPY
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FORM No. 57
(5-48) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

FF E MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. S G. Ho DATE: August 6, 1952

FROM: Fran . Shull, Jr.

SUBJECT: Your telephone call regarding talk to be given tomorrow
to the kEport Section of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce

After talking with you this morning about how to answer the
question: "Does the Bank favor its borrowers buying through
purchasing missions, or through local distributors", I believe you
might mention the following.

It is the general policy of the Bank to interfere as little
as pasaible with its borrowers' purchasing. Many of the larger
borrowers, such as, Brazilian Traction, Light & Power Company,
Mexican Light & Power Company, India and Chile, purchase through
missions or buying offices which have been in existence for a
considerable time. They not only buy with money made available
through Bank loans, but with their own resources.

With respect to local distributors, the Bank believes that in
most cases orders from borrowers could be advantageously placed
through normal commercial channels, namely, through distributors.
However, the Bank feels that it is up to the manufacturer to see
that its distributors are in a position to render a real service to
our borrowers for the commission earned. The most important service
to be rendered is that of maintaining an adequate supply of spare
parts to service the mechanical equipment ordered. It is not
necessary for me to point out how a lack of spare parts could delay
the mechanical effort connected with a project, where quantities of
equipment are in service.

Some of our borrowers, due to lack of foreign exchange, have
not had too much experience in purchasing in the world's markets, and
the Bank has established a special section for the purpose of
assisting them, where special help is required.
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FORM NO. 27*

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OUTGOING WIRE

DATE: JUY 23, 1952 CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

TO: A SHULL NIGHT LETTER Ff CODE
ITBAFRAD

PAI DEFERRD F-~] FUL RT

TEXT: TELETP

NEESSARY FOR ME TO HAVE YOUR REPORT AND DISCUSS

BEFORE I IEAVE ON VACATION STOP lWILI, YOU THERE

PLEASE ARRAWGE RETURN WASHINGTON NOT IATER THAN

MONDAY AUGUT 4.

HOARLL

AUTHRIiZED BY: For Use by Archives Division

NAME A.S.G. H Checked for Dispatch

DEPT. LOAN

FILE COPY
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<444' 4 1952
R r Is 4"e to;j4'44 your~~ letter of 4~jw 23j' 4,952,
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Paris Office
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INCOMING WIRE

DATE OF WIRE: I=R 62 1952ROTN

TO: I MyRATIONAL BANK poR IMCOIITRUC_ ACTION COPY TO RDU01

FRO: TON AND M1Z1=0ERr INFORMATION COPY TO

PARISDecoded By
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FORMe NO. 27
(1-50)INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OUTGOING WIRE

DATE: May 21, 1952 CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

TO: STANLY uMITJ NIiTr LETTER FX- CODE E
WARRElNCRO1FT
TH Wgg Rgl=g DEFERRED [~-] FULL RATEF-

RADuLET,3 HERTFORDSHIRE
TEXT: ENGL141W TELETlYPE ~

44

ARRIVING LONDON AIRPORT SATURDAY MORINGli TMlETY-FOURTH 130AC FIGDHT 510

48

AUTIMRIZED B For Use by Archives Divison

NAME . il, Jr. Checked for Dispatch

FILE COPY



*a 21 1952
4 4 ** 4*4

about th mide of June, staying at the Hotel Metrople.

Az yo il ote from the letterhead,, I a now associad

yea, Fr smetme ow we havem ha onsiderale difficult n
secuin ar ibespplier for copper cabile fr many of ou
Bank lan an some of our projects are bein~g delayed du tlack

4* . +44 4 4 4 4* 4

postiono aept ordes from soe -o or borrwers, A o
probably knowth Bank is very heaviy involved in electical
power-produing faties, with a reulant high requieent

frpatiaml all tye of copper cable. including ovehea
trasmssin is . IfK M Magniette would care to entertain

thi tye of busines. we wouild be very pleased to recommend his
.fr t u borrowers.

to pre~te bsiess around. instead of having the United Stte
suppy wryting If after you have contactd, Mr. Magnietj

pleased tma such a visit.

Mypresent plans call for arrival in Belgium about June1,
bu te etrpole will be informed of my eacat arrival tie

Acting Specital Advisor to the

64Aveu &L Duray
Brussel, Belgium

[* >44 4 * * 44,4 , 4

*4 444 4444,,
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
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PARIS (7'). FRANCE

SHM/rks

Mr. A.S.G. Hoar,
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D.C.,
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Hoar,

It's about three months since I wrote, and as you asked me to

report anything in which I think you would be interested 
from time

to time I considered a line or two were due.

Your letter which you obviously wroted ng my stay in
Washington and then in the rush of things a;that time you over-

looked giving me, dated November 16th, 1951, arrived at the Paris

office 25.1.52., only said again what we discussed in your office,
but it does lay out an agenda for my present note as follows 

-

Taking paragraph (1). The first note circularised by
Frank Shull informing borrowers who I was and why I was here,

brought a few interesting replies to Paris office. The second

telling them I was there to help in hastening along equipment

delayed for one reason or another was quite another thing altogether,

and it all seemed to happen at once, and is going on happening now

all the time.

It was a good thing that I made such good contacts in 
the form

I made them at the commencement of my job here, and now I am on the

most firm, friendly basis with those who really 
are necessary to us

in every European embassy in London. In addition to this during

my tour of Europe so far I have repeated 
this form so that I am

equally well known, and the purpose for wnich I am there is made

known to some of the same European countries' embassies 
in the

country in which I am working. Viz ...

During My tour of Switzerland I called on and talked with
Commercia-L Counsellors, Trae Commissioners, Departments of Foreign

auni Economnic Affairs, who were all very glad to make contact with

us, and offered their assistance wherever we wanted it. 
Exactly

the same method was adopted in Holland, 
and I covered some of

the same ground in France ana Italy.

It is appreciated by all the supplying 
countries who are

/receiving the benefit
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receiving the benefit of our business, no matter in what currency

theyr are )aid, and it is export anyway, which is what they want.

The receiving country for the equipment benefits by our
assistance, but has planned its project to a time schedule, which
unless rigidly maintained might be in trolible, cqusing financial
loss in some for- or other, or might even cause a request to
Washington to exten< the datum line of completing the taking up of

the loan.

But so many European countries are, or have been, on both

sides of the fence that they all quiclyw realisa the other man's

position if they themselves don't put themselves out to relieve
any situation I bring before them.

So far TIVp met the trade associations in which we are most
interested in th- countries I have visited, who again with their

governments' instructions, if not naturally inclined to, give me

all knowledge and assistance possible. Firstly it is ce'ss~y

to make them appreciate what the Bank is doing. Few, if any,
including many of th govr-ment officials even of the highest
level, but certainly those interested in industry, are lacking

much knowledge, once having grasped the workings of the Bank as

far as it goes within my particular position, which thanks to the
excellent help I was given in Washington makes me in a fairly
strong position to give quite a lot of answers.

There are, howevrr, qui' !, n'wheI of tli-cs put forward for

discussion duiring these meetings which I do not feel are withl-

my province to answer, although I do know the answers, and on those

occasions I consider it policy to refer them back to Mr. Hill for a

reply.

This is all bu4 lding up good will on which I fe-I capital

appreciation will result in the future.

The foregoing remarks really fully answer items one

a:nc -oa loaa j~v in de>1in,7 v,!1th ite.. two. The effects, Of'h
Work so far in respect of items one and two are explained thus.

(a) Mr. Spottiswood, through Frank Shull, wanted full

information on the !npply situation to date for the South African

Loan for Railway Equipment.

Rails and sleepers were being made by DAVUTA, Lille, France.

DAVUII refus.A I give me any information, saying it was the

business of the -ontracting parties to settle these questions

between them, and not through a thi-d party. I was suspicious

that it was an excuse to get out of answering a difficult delivery

question, knowin; all about this concern. So Monsieur Sacl$,

Department of Economic Affairs, Information Section, 
obtained the

/answer for me
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answer for me in two hours on the telephone. The answer I checked

up with the Shipping Department, South Africa House, London. All
is going to contrpv't.

(b) Metropolitan Vickens, through Dorman Long and Steel

Company of' Uales, similarly refused information. The High
Commissioner for South Africa, coupled with Mr. H.J. Grey, Board
of Trade, soon had their reply for me, and information received
has been checke& with the South African Shipping Department.

(c) Krupp, locomotives, information obtained from Commercial
Counsellor, German Consulate, Londoi. Similarly Henschel,
locomotives.

(d) Metropolitan Vickers, electric shunting engines, sub-
contracted to a Dutch firm. The engines are being delivered two

months ahead of schedule. The South African Railways are delighted.
The Dutch are pleased to know they have another order thrnugh the

Bank, which they did not know until I told them.

(e) Locomotive tenders being supplied by Anglo-Franco-Belge.
These people are doing all they can not to answer either my request
or a similar request from South Africa House. Typically Relgian,
but I have a Technical Committee man from O.R.C., waiting to take

the matter lp the moment I want him. Deliveries are not expecteA

yet, anyway there is plenty of time. There are several components

being made 4n England. Investigation of these is well in hand.

The case of Bankok, 2k ton and 2 - 10 ton cranes being made by
Cardiff Ltd., England, materipls supplied by William Jones, Ltd.,
who are short of many items of special steel, ball bearings etc.

The Steel Board and other departments of the Minist7y of Supply

provided all these within one week after my approach, excepting
bri're rails, for which the order on Dorman Long wqs not aufNieient
to lay down special rolls. I enquired who else made cranes using
thi" section of rail, and on learning who, persuade'
William Jones anI three other firms to order materials now, although

they would n't want them till next year, to make the order

sufficiently attractive to lay down rolls. Now delivery for these

items must be better. The datum line for despatch of the cranes

for which shipping space is booked is ten weeks. !A friendly note

to Dorman Long's Managing Director has now settled the matter

satisfactorily.

Iceland. 2 cranes, ordered from German in August 1951 for

delivery in April 1952. The firm now writes that delivery dates

cannot be kept, and the price is likely to be increased. Firstly
Iceland should never have expected or trusted such a delivery, and
Germany should never have given it. It is another example of many
coming forward all over Europe, of Germans ;rasping orders all over

/the world on



the world on delivery promises and prices which they never had anyr
intention of keeping. So the Commercial Counsello- of the German

Consulate in London is jumping hard on the industrial bad behaviour
of this firm. The Technical Committee man, O.E.E.C., for Germany,
is jumping equally hard on the productivity let down.

Exactly similar treatment is being dealt out to the firm who

promised Iceland a power house lift, delivery Pebruary 1952, of
which there are no signs, or even holes. The same two gentlemen
are doing their stuff for us.

Electric permanent magnet generators, placed with Soci td

Bo-niere, Lyons, who don't even reply to letters; Sacl9 cannot
make any impression, and maybe I shall have to carry out Iceland's

request to find availability elsewhere. If I do, I have Holland,
Denmark, Switzerland, and Italy all ready to quote and deliver to

specification when required. I have notified Iceland of the firms

who can supply quickly.

Rhodesia is perhaps the most outstanding case where real

emergency help was needed for 3000 tons of fabricated constructional
steel, which is required at once - quite a lot. Dorman, Long,
South Africa, were to deliver this in February, at least 1200 tons
of it, but the steel from Dorman, Long, England, had not arrived
due to recent export restrictions. Rhodesia approached the
Treasury -for the equivalent amount in dollars, got the dollars, and

apilied to U.S.A. They were refused. During this time equipment
for the power house began to arrive - and there is no power house.
Then Tholesia received the Procurement Circular letter about the

Paris office, and the help they might get. I went to see them at

Rhodesia House, London, obtained details, and got to work on my

European contacts made so far. The situation was greatly helDed

by the availability of dollars. This was on a Thursday. By
Monday morning I had one German, one Dutch, and two Italian
con-t-uctional engineering firms all with the materials in stock
who could fabricate the immediate requirements, 1200 tons, and
shin in four weeks. At the same time Babcock and Wilcox, England,
through their subsidiary Breda in Italy would let me have the
steel to give to Bossi to fabricate.

This information handed over to Rhodesia relieved the
situation. So it shows how the weight of the Rank in Europe is
helping industry through arranging to have a two-way interchangeable

system of help needed, and help offered, and further what they will
do to please and keep on the right side of the Bank, knowing our

policy is long-term peace time work as against Defence Order
nontrpcts,

The loan to the Netherlands; this is being handled by
Mr. Posthumas of thm Netherlands board of reconstruction.
Mr. Posthumas called to spe me at t.ih itstigation of Dr.Soutendjk

/of' the Dutch Embassy



of the Dutch Embassy, Washington. Unfortunately that was one oT

the day I as out with F;ank. :owever, I called -n him in
The Hague, and he wanted to see if I could help him with some
Swiss machinery.

It appeared thqt. the ord1r they had placed for textile
machinery could not be delivered till July 1954. The disbursement

date for the loan is December 19!7. Could I bring the delivery
date forwardi? With the help of Dr. Hummler, the Secretary of
the 3wieq Manu'n-turers' Association, the delivery date is now
July 1953.

Similarly, Dr. Posthumas needed a Swiss gear cuttina machine
for a spocial factory production, delivery date promised

November 1953. It is now *npember 1952. The Swiss are very
helpful.

The Finns are in trouble with the German manufacturers. In
fact everyone is in trouble now with german manufacturers, deliveries,

and prices. Boilers for woodworkinc and pulping plant are wanted

by August this year to repla'- olh ones. These boilers must be

installed and working during certain months between pulp production

programmes, and to coincide with the weather conditions. 
After

August it is too late. Orders were placed conditirnal on

deliveries and price -aintenance. Roth appeared to be broken till

the Commercial Counsellor in London in the consulate took the

matter up. and we will know the ansver in a day or two.

The Turks. The subject of much quite unnecessary bother

between tnheParis office and yourself - and even now they have got
hold of the wrong end of the stick.

They wrote, in spite of everything, to ask me to obtain

priorities for them on steel supplies so that they could place
orders now, in Germany, for pile drivers to start work on their

port in five months. Quite, quite hopeless. They also wanted

rail cars, tugboats, a dredger, Diesel generators, etc., etc.

I could foresee trouble in about a year's time. Pile

drivers are a Dutch or Danish commodity. Deliveries for new

ones could not be made in three months production and two months

to deliver to Turkey with all the luck in the world. We can't

help them get materials on priorities. The German firms,
following general misunderstandings, expect we can. Turkey hope

we can. So I found out where they con-ld buy everything in the

quickest time at the best prices, and arranged a meeting with

their special delegation to O.E.E.C., and explained the whole

thing again, and they have written to the Turkish Docks 
and

Harbour Board.

From my records compiled so far I had everything in the way
of information in the Paris office, but during discussions it has

/been found that
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been found that unless great care is observed, particularly when
giving advice, our position of impartiality as to where borrowers
place orders might be questioned.

It was, therefore, decided in places where efficient
government information services are available to use them, coupled
with dealing with the trade associations. Holland, Denmark,
Switzerland, and Italy, have really first class information
services within the departments of economic affairs. They have,
too, tight, efficient trade associations, and between the two our
borrowers will get excellent service.

We had no knowledge from where the Turks had obtained their
bids. The only thing we did know was that they appeared to favour
Germany, and service from Germany now in such things as they wanted
to purchase is definitely questionable. We could not write this
without causing trouble, so at the meeting I gave them some of
our experiences, and suggested that some penalty clause should be
put into the contract.

Regarding the pile drives, I have found some in Holland
they could hire, or some others, reconditioned, which they can
buy - if they ask me to find them. Similarly, re dredger. Holland
is the home of this equipment. The Diesel generator can be pro-
vided in Italy, rail cars in France. So when they come back to
me, if they are not satisfied with the arrangements they have made,
we can give them alternatives.

The thermal generating plant for Berretta you already know
all about.

* * * * *

At a recent meeting with Sir George Bailey and Mr. Perry of
Metropolitan Vickers it appears Metro-Vick some time ago put up
a proposition to Lebanon for a generating plant. The Lebanese
could not find the money at the time. The whole scheme cost M.V.
a lot of money to put up as an estimate.

At a later stage the Lebanese presented M.V.fs scheme complete
to America, and one of the American finance agencies, Marshall Aid,

/E.C.A., Export Import
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E.C.A., Export Import Bank - I'm not quite sure which, but I believe

the latter - have found a way to do it.

Now the Lebanese are worried about the repayment of dollars,
and they have come back to M.V. to see if they would finance it for
them. As Mr. Perry said, as they had to borrow the money to pay
the dividend this year, there was not much chance of that. Would I
meet the Lebanese? I said it was not exactly my job, and if I did
my answer would be to approach the Bank, either in Paris or
Washington, where there were people who would go into the whole
thing I'm sure with pleasure.

I did not know if we had eve r had contact with them, and what
the outcome was, but Metro-Vick are very solid, and any scheme they
put forward of this size would be a first class investment, no
matter who financed it. So you will probably hear something about
this from Mr. Hill in due course.

South Africa. The Electricity Supply Commission have also
been to Metro-Vick on exactly similar questions. I know Mr.Jacobs,
the Chairman of Escom, very well. They have been to England
asking if M.V. could finance some generating plant over four years.
Their original 20-Year programme has had to be shortened considerably
due to demand on the one hand, and necessary replacement of out of
date plant on the other.

I learn from English Electric, B.T.H., and M.V., that
Mr. Spottiswood is on his way round from Jamaica to Johannesburg.
Maybe this is in connection with this scheme. Escom is one of the
soundest concerns ever, and I should say a first class investment.

During my meetings with Metro-Vick I was t old of a new
subsidiary they had formed to handle complete electrical generating
projects.

Up to date a country considering such an installation had all
the estimates to consider from each firm or firms, many and varied
prices of plant, accessories, transmission lines, etc., etc., etc.
By the time it took them to make up their minds situations on
delivery had changed while they were doing so, and many other
troubles developed. Now this new set-up includes the whole of the
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd., Babcock and Wilcox,
International Combustion, two cable companies, and will include two
or three firms of civil engineers.

They will then between them put up a complete scheme, either
at a country's request, or on their own account.

Anything then they put up would be a gilt-edged scheme, which
could bear any investigation technically, and at a price which

/would be competitive.
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would be competitive.

What they ask, is what would be the Bank's attitude in the

event of this combine producing such a scheme for a country, or on

their own to be sold to the country, if that country had not the

money to pay, but would like the scheme installed.

Would the scheme drawn up by M.V. be accepted by the Bank as

git-edged technically? If so, the expenses incurred by investi-

gating the scheme on the site would be eliminathec. Would the

Bank be prepared to accept the scheme for finance so long as they

were satisfied with the country's financial position, coupled with

the assured earning capacity of the scheme? What would the Bank's

attitude be to accepting the scheme, all other things being equal,

in view of their principle of international bidding?

To have such a system running on long term business would 
in

fact be selling the Bank's facilities to assist first class 
schemes.

Is there anything against this?

Firstly, to be thoroughly acquainted with how such a scheme

is already working technically I would call your attention 
to a

volume produced for me by the Italian concern Techint. 
Frank Shull

has my original copy. They have since published a hundred copies

and everywhere it is considered a classic of its kind. Secondly

I believe basically such a scheme was the subject of 
a discussion

you had with our mutual friend Sir Andrew MacTaggart 
during his

last visit to Washington, of whose similar suggestions 
you did not

disapprove.

I believe there is much to be said for a work up on these

lines with such excellent firms behind us.

Concerning M.S.A., Mr. Hill was keen that we should 
meet

firstly Mr. Burgess at the headquarters in Paris, which 
I did.

He was very helpful, but he was grateful to have 
capacity which

I had been offered, but could not use, given 
to him.

We felt in view of the fact that M.S.A. were going round

filling up or reserving capacity everywhere that it would be a good

idea to meet and get friendly, to which Burgess fully agreed, 
on

the assumption that we were working at the moment on 
parallel lines,

but one day those lines might bend a bit, 
and we would clash.

Better to clash on friendly terms than otherwise. This they

appreciate everywhere, hence our 
Italian contact with them.

So far their requirement is for high precision 
mass production,

or large numbers of armament or transport, etc.

Ours is for single unit special purpose, 
and our firms with

/certain exceptions



certain exceptions will not be caught up in the M.S.A. net for some

time to come, and by then maybe we shall have absorbed much of
their capacity. They would rather work for long term peace time

business than rush up to a peak on defence work to be let down, we

hope just as quickly.

There is plenty of available capacity in Europe for what

borrowers are likely to need, with international alternatives from

which to obtain bids, and carefully chosen from data now in Paris,

and much more to come, a alection can be made from which anything

can be produced as quickly as it takes to make it from a delivery

standpoint, at a price which can be reasonable and competitive.

I have for many reasons arranged my work to date to enable me

to cover Europe gradually, and my visits to Holland, Switzerland,

and Italy sandwiched between work in France and the Paris office,

and in England, gives me now everything which I want to know about

these, at the moment the pr'nciple countries who can take work.

My next visit is to Denmark. All these trips are the subject of

separate reports in course ; preparation for Frank. What has

come out of them, however, in matters not directly concerning my
own work, is the interest created by the likely development of

inter-country business. One country cannot always make everything,

and must rely on another for what it has to buy out, and if our

business can develop in Europe it has been said in high circles

that we could go a long way to binding Europe together industrially,
which must help practically. Further, as is said among the

Departments of Economic Affairs, and also in our English 
Board of

Trade (Mr. Henry Hopkins and his P.A. Mr. H.J.Grey) if a country

sees it is going to benefit by having orders placed with it through

the I.B.R.D's finance any difficulties regarding 18%s or loaning

that country's currency should be greatly relieved.

It is only natural that I should be involved in all sorts 
of

conversations regarding the Bank's business while I have been

discovering what I want to know myself, and thanks to the 
excellent

help and knowledge placed at my disposal during my stay in

Washington Ifind I can satisfy most of it, but where I 
feel I am

going too far outside my own province I refer it to Mr. Hill, 
or

advise those interested to refer it to Washington.

For instance New Zealand came into the talks with
Sir George Nelson and his son while at English Electric, Sir George

has a tight, exclusive contract to provide all forms 
of electric

traction to New Zeland, but business is at a standstill 
due to

the lack of the right type of finance in the right place. 
How

could the Bank help? I said in view of Mr. Black's tour of that

area maybe we should learn something on his return. New Zealand

were as yet not members of the Bank, and therefore I 
could not

advise anything.

Although I have collected some really wonderful data 
from all

/Europe and particularly
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Europe and particularly from those countries which I have visited
so far, it has taken a little longer to get as far as I have for
two reasons. Firstly, the many, and in some cases very difficult,
problems I have had to investigate and settle for South Africa,
Thailand, Iceland, Rhodesia, Turkey, Finland, etc. Information
required by and supplied for Mr. Gray Marshall and Mr. Spottiswood,
the trouble in dealing with the very haughty firms in Germany and
Belgium has taken time. Every one, I'm pleased to say, is completely
up to date.

I hope by the rather long foregoing story you will gain some
idea of what I have been doing. While it has meant a tremendous
amount of travelling, interviewing, telephoning, writing and hours
of work under quite a lot of pressure to get things done and
finished with, because each situation if allowed to drift for a
minute loses its sense of urgency on which I work to get a result,
which I do get and quickly, I've enjoyed every minute of it. But
it is increasing, and how much more I can do personally and main-
tain the efficiency demanded is questionable.

What extent of importance you place on this European
experiment I don't know, but I can tell you that those countries
where we can work at the moment will give the Bank's borrowers
excellent service, and this on both sides will build up good will
which I feel will make capital gains in the future for ourselves.

The first approach to the European embassies in London was
the best move ever.

There is no doubt that the best diplomatic staffs are in
London and Washington, and the work so willingly done, and the help
offered by Commercial Counsellors, Commercial Attaches and other
ministers directly interested in their country's welfare has its
effect. The arrangements they have made and are making for my

/visits puts our work
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visits puts our work on the highest level in any country. Meetings
are arranged and transport provided enabling the maximum to be done
in the shortest time with a minimum of expense, realising that it is
their country who will ultimately benefit. That is all further
publicity and good will for us again.

I hope you are well. Ny kindest regards to Mrs. Hoar and
the family,

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Stanley Miller

S. H. Miller



Copy for Mr. A.S.G. Hoar

Office of the High Commissioner for Southern Rhodesia

Rhodesia House,

429 Strand,

London, W.C.2.

20th March, 1952.

Dear Mr. Miller,

Many thanks for your letter of March
12th and also your very prompt reply in coming to our
assistance. Your response is very much appreciated and
I note that we can get in touch with you again should we
be in need of help regarding our power project.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) J.B. Ross

S. Miller, Esq.,
Special Adviser on Procurement in Europe,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
67 Rue de Lille,
Paris (7e), France.
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INTuhiNTiNAL BA K FOR R ECOJSTtUCZION AND D-V LOPKENT

VLSHINGTON, D. C.

PIOCUREI ,LNT AND PAIORITIS ;IUROiYDLF: NO. 10

April 10, 1953

To all Borrowers from IBRD:

Subject: Bank Assistance on European Procurement

Mr. Stanley H. Miller, whose appointment as special procurement

representative in Europe was announced in our Procurement and Priori-

ties Memorandum No. 7 of November 30, 1951, and whose work was

further described in our Procurement and Priorities Memorandum No. 9

of February 20, 1952, concluded his services with the Bank on

March 25, 1953.

The duties previously performed by Mr. Niller will hereafter be

handled by the Bank's Paris office. Future inquiries from borrowers

concerning delivery schedules, etc., of Earopean manufacturers,

should be addressed to Mr. Jalter Hill, the Bank's Special Repre-

sentative in Europe at 67 rue de Lille, Paris, France.

Milton C. Cross
Director

Department of Technical Operations
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPNT

WASHINGTON, D. C,

PROCUR[AENT AND PRIORITIES MEMORANDUW NO. 9

February 20, 1952

To All Borrowers from IBRD:

Subject: Bank Assistange on E)ropean Proea"fement

Procurement and Priorities Memorandum No. 7 of November 30, 1951,
announced the appointment of Mr. Stanley Miller to the Bank staff, with
headquarters in our Paris office at 67 Rue de Lille, Paris. France.

Since Mr. Millerts appointment he has been accumulating information
with respect to availability, delivery schedules, prices, etc., covering
a wide range of materials and equipment. Mr. Miller is now in a
position to assist you in the following ways:

(1) By securing quotations, delivery schedules, and other
pertinent information on your requirements;

(2) By following up your existing orders with European
manufacturers and expediting delivery where delays
exist or appear probable, Mr. Miller has established
excellent connections with the various M4nistries of
Supply and has been assured of their assistance, when
required, to place orders or expedite shipments.

Now that Mr, Miller has had an opportunity to become familiar with
the EUropean supply situationp we hope that the Bank1 s borrowers will
avail themselves of his services and ability to secure current infor-
mation on procurement problems.

We suggest that you write or contact Mr. MTiller direct.

Frank T. Shull, Jr.
Acting Special Advisor to the

Loan Director
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FoRm No 5
5.A) INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. A. Wheeler DATE: February 11, 1952

FROM: F. T. Shull, J

SUBJECT: 46 Steam Engines

Mr. C. A. Simpson of the Transportation Division, Munitions Board,
called to inform me that he had the above engines built by Baldvin
Looemotive Works, which could be purchased for approximately $X,000 each.
These engines are brand new, were built for the Russians, and will burn
almost anything.

Following are the specifications for these engines:

Wheel arrangement: 2-10-0

52' wheel centers

Boiler Pressure: 180 pounds per square inch

18180 rigid wheel bass

Cylinder isie 25" x 28"

Gage60

Manufactured in 1943

Mr. Simpson indicated that these locomotives could be purchased for
about $2,000 a piece. Mr. Simpson thought that there might be a possi-
bility that one of the Bank s borrowers would be interested in some of
these locomotives. Since I am not familiar with the different gauges used
by the various countries throughout the world I am passing this information
along to you.

Should you find any country interested in these engines they may
contact Mr. Simpson at Liberty 5-6700, extension 7-4160 or 7-3823.

-44 1,rwo
-4 ~A A-4



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON 25 D. C.

TEL. BASYLONE 17-10

CABLE ADDRESS -INTBAFRAD PARIS ~ 92PARIS OFFICE ADDRESS
9th January, 1952. 67, RUE On LILLE

PARIS (7g). FRANCE

SHM/rks

Mr. A.S.G. Hoar,
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Developmen ,

1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington 25, D.C.,
U. S. A.

Dear Qr. Hoar,

I thought ;apart from what I have been writing to Frank Shull

from time to time, a few lines on the progress to 
date would

interest you.

During the month since I arrived back I unofficially investi-

gated the possibilities of working the method I proposed adopting

to obtain the information on supplies and availability of equip-

ment for our borrowers. I xanted to obtain this in the shortest

possible time and with minimum travelling 
and other expenses.

The difficulty vas that I had nothing specific which was

required on existing loans that I knew was available 
in Europe.

I went, therefore, for a general list of everything 
I had heard

discussed during my tour round the various departments 
in the

Bank.

This when well typed out under various industries etc.,

looked a most impressive piece of paper: 
the main items applied

to special complete projects, timber to pulp, pulp 
to paper, coal,

electrical supply, beet sugar, agricultural machinery. Then
followed the subsidiary items and special components, 

and break-

down of the main project spread our requirements over a very 
wide

field of industry.

To have covered this personally would have taken months, and

the cost would have been out of all proportion 
to the results

which could have been obtained in these days 
of shortages and

difficulties everywhere. Consequently it was Mr. Anderson '

idea that I should try to combine two jobs. Firstly to create

good will between the countries' governments and the Bank so that

we could call on the respective supply department to bring

pressure on a particular industry or firm in that country when we

needed their help on a specific loan demand; and secondly to find

which of our requirements were minnufactured in each European

country, who made them, and their delivery position.



Thom this information a complete recorI can be mode so that any
borrower can hsve (1) the names of firms who ma:e their particular
reqi -ement in every country from whom to obtain a competitive bid.
(2) As certain countries speci',li7e in certain products and the
machinery to produce them, w o these specialists ere.

I decided Ffter conversations with some friends in several
-Suro ean embassies in Lonido to make this a top level job, and
combine both re, iirements into one approach, and just to see how
this worked it would h-ve done y goocd to be nat those discussions.

We started to wiork on convenient d'rs when the CorMercial
Counsellor, Trade Commissioner or Attach6 of each embassy or lesation
together with the chief of economic affairs could arrange a meeting
where plenty or time las vailable.

I expl-ined the present difficalts in America on supplies,
compelling trade to come to Europe, and the likely currency
diffic:1lties of our future borrowers. I went over my list item by
item and ~-lve them some of the det!mils and results of past and
,resent loans. I also explained that long term trade was quite
possible, and there was no need from that moment to stress the
"mood will" effort at all. The boot was entirely on the other
foot. That did I :ant from them to enable their country to have
the chance, as the elgisn put it, or picling up a wedge of the cake
.we had to offer and to compete for our bori-owers' business"

They sa; th2t if once they could get in on a project
continuity on spares, miintenance, and expansion must follow, and
that will mean business for the future when, as everyone sees,
thin 's will not be so good as they are now.

They all, therefore, have agreed to obtain from their countries'
-overnment depantments, trade associations and main producers, all
det-.ils requested, and this is being done. They will give me the
individuilis names, departments and addresses of those who have drawn
up the details, which vill ' ive me there:fter a point in that country
for future contact.

A wIole lot of the information I an seekin co-uld have been

obta-ined thr -u'*h the va:io us su ly record epartments of C.E.7.C.
I -L- is, the heads o7 th-se dep- tments I know, or kne7, of, a d
they were the people I--. Anderson saw drin- his Europenn tour.

Had I t'k-en rnis eansier course I should have failed in my
ultimate aim because the information would not hve been complete,
I mould have lost the value of the personal c-ntact an<7le, and
the spread '.in of Bnk good mill effort,.a nd I Toulr not have had
on my records the aes of ov'rnment and ind~ustrial association
personnel so necessa. r 'or the future.

'y the time I hove these re a ts I ope to ava 'etails fmom
rank 31-Jll of the crromera' re i'ements. I s'hlI Then, a

ve i'e , T- tu 0oF taIm of? e countr asl'evennt depft entc, "ke

.m....-- mmm mmmm a mm mmm .....mm



co t ct :it the n Tes I hove collected an see trde -ociations,
sotht t o lrter st'e I can Lirect the bor o-ers bu-in iission

re to io for teir requiremeits.

A whole lot of useful dat ta c e out o f se iscsio o
iOC T 10 e will relieVO nuIb2 of >et obstaclos to g ;i3ess

n exi stin 1 ons. hs detilI T sen(i to 2Vk.

TC eot 73 te26 th .irs> .eeti . 0h mwsies from t eir
overnments 1e0initel' s0we mOe thon 2 -'in : intresteperticularly-, orm in enoi rfar age

~Durin th is iod I h>ve -lo co nslted a umber of dns who
0re consultin: en0inlers 0n vy 0i prOjeCt2, n h k3OV the

presnit and 2uture positio on e1 ipent ond mteri is requi ed for
sal of th~ino whiCh e sond m'it be the >nk's reus- ire mnts.

It 7 ito surprisino to -!-,(n "ow little t12ose in he ninasies
knew of the 9 nk' operations -i industr,-, but once them sped it

the eect very stis ng t .

The ~ c vv,, cutywich is I T l p - Ost- thi, is S wede-n.
The 3wiss don't ant ,ny sof1 c- C ency -in-s- if they cmn hel it,

but they overcome this difficuIlty in soe c--ss th.ough their firms'
f ctories in s been ,ell discussed thouh th e
u 1 channels, nd there is a lot f sp ace for special lant still

av ilble, theoe firms are no eq ied to tie '.D. oik lntil

otl1r 0ou70Ce are absoo:ed. hterials could av ibl Ie to these
irms 'or our : 0ses.

I .m seein; the reoi newt of' the o00 of T-e shen he returns;
i nt the s'e f3om 'i s 1 s l get from the others. It will be

interestin to see how o will react. I Ownow 'ow n shoid, kn1wn
tIe nside story Iom boto sides of the fe ice.

ov 0.I 't oome specific po>jects to w7rk on.

I '-ve bee so ver inter.sted in the Bnks ctivitiec with
the iersian oil -roblem. 'vs <nown Wil the chiefs of the ompany
for many years, And hwve reod re rts on the v-rious -ituation S
they h Lve ariseni ,o time to time over the fivet fi 7erJ0s. It

ould be fine i ie could settle it.

I sh-l1 be iting you ro0 time to time. I shoulo 2i turn be

Wl d to know, or smoe res lts on oe s own, to' yam view the Tiy

waVO h~ndled it, n yu C nsider thit tay modifications are

necessary.

T>ere is only one thin, -ore. It's a it there is no 'nother

line of discussion oad j w ,rhen I meet these people In rbout ten to
fourteen Iays, "hen they will have their rep orts. If vwe had nythin
else to sell I've 7ot t1em in the aitht mood th do nthinm.

3incerely vours,

vd.4 Mil &W
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

December 12, 1951

To : All Loan Offisers

From : Frank T. Shull, Jr,

Subject : Poer Progams

on October 29, 95l, the Department of Commerce, Office of
International Trade, submitted to the NPA Foreign Facilities Committee
22 power projects. Of the above-mentioned number seven projects were
Bank-financed.

Because of the large number of projects to be considered by
the Foreign Facilities Committee, a meeting was held on December 3 and
on December 10, and it is estimated that at least two more meetings will
be scheduled in the near future in order to complete the program. There
are listed below the Bank's projects with the recommendations of the
Foreign Faiilities Committee

. AUSTRALIA

Project: Emergency Package Power Program

Port Kembla - Nw South Wales Electricity Commiesion l--5,o0o Kj
.Penrith it " " "- 5,ooo Kv
Liverpool 450" " "-- o ai
Maitland - " " ""
Ipswich City of Brisbane 1-10000 D1
Tennyson - " " 2-w5,'000 KW
Geelong Victoria Electricity Commission 3-10,000 KW
Balarat - " ""f25/00Kd
Swan Hill -2-5,0oo w
Hildura it '" 2-5,000 KW

160,go 1W

Remarks: Approved: by the Foreign Facilities Committee

2. BRAZIL

Projeot. Companhia Hidro Zlectrioa do Sao Francisco
Paulo Afonso Hydro-eloctric project
Total capcity - 120,000 KW (new)

Remarks: The first unit was approved by the Foreign Facilities
Committee. It was recommended that the second unit
te hold for further Ptudy and it is believed that di.s-
cesston on his will come before the FFC shortly after
the first of the year.



S 2. 0

Project: Rio do Janeiro Traway, Light & Power Co,, Ltd.
70,000 KW hydro (generators) (Foreacava) - new

Remarks: Approved by the Foreign Facilities Comuuttee.

CHILE

Project: Bnpreaa Nacionfl de Electricidad

Los Volles 16,000 Ki Rydro (New)
Ls Cipretel 93,000 ICVA Hydro (New)
Copiopo - 730 KVA Diesel (Addition)
Pilmsiquen 11,000 Of Hydro (Addition)

Remarks: Approved by the Foreign Facilities Committee

MEXICO

Projedt: Mexiedn Light and Pli*er Compa N

Leaharia Steam Platit - 66,000 x (Now)
Jadksonville-Cerld Gordo Transmission Lines - 220 KV
double transmission lines (New)

Patla Hydro-electric Installation - 45,600 NW (New)
Varidas substations, transmission lines and switching

stations.

Remarkst The Foreign Facilities Committee approved the Lecheria
Steam Plant. However, it was their recommendation
that the balance of the project be held for further
study ond it is believed that this will go before the
FFC shortly after the first of the year.

Project: Monterrey Steam Electric Power Plant - 30,000 Kw (New)
Chihuahua Steam Electric Power Plant - 15j,000 KW (Addition)
San Bartolo Hydro-electric Power Plant - 25,000 & (New)
Veracrus Steam Electric Power Plant - 10,000 Xv (New)
Various substations, transmission lines and switohing

stations.

Remarks: The onterrey and diihuahua Steam Electric Power Plant
projects were approved. The balance of the program
ws held for furthek- discussion.



S 3.~ 0

7. SOUTH AFRICA

Project: Rosherville Steam Electric Power Plant (New)
4 boilers - total capacity 600,000 lb./hr.

Remarks: Approved by the Foreign Facilities Committee.

This office will advise you of the outcome of the balance of the
program, at a later date.
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IN'ERATIONVAL BANK FOR RECOSTMJCTIO" VWD DEVELOPIE1UT

UASHIGTON, D. C.

FROCURI IT &UD PRIORITIES M-1 ORAThJI NO. 7

NovemTber 30, 1951

To All Borrowers From IBRD:

Subj ct: Procur9-_nt Repk serftationinEuroe

On September 28, 1951, in our 1 emorandum No. 5, all borrowers were

informed that the Bank was giving thought to the idea of engaging a pro-

curement representative to be resident in Europe. Since that ne it

has become apparent to the Bank that the services of such a representa-

tive could be of considerable val.ue to many of its borrowers. Therefore,
a decision has been made to engage the services of 1r. Stanley Hugh
liller, who has had extensive eOpe'rience in the British Isles an the
Continent.

Mr. iiller will make his headquarters in the Bank' s Paris Of:fice

at 67 Rue de Lille. It is hoped that the Bankfs borrouers will taiM

advantage of 1r. liller's presence in Europe aid contact him wherever

it appears that equipment or materials might be available in Europe.n
markets.

Mr. Miller will be in contact with the supply ministries of the

various European countries at all times and will be constantly accim-x,-

lating supply information which will be available to the Eankt s borrowers.

Arqr of the Bankf s borrowers who have orders placed in Europe at the
present time on which current information may be desired can contact

TNr, 11iller for the latest data concerning such orders.

In order that the Washington Office of the Bank may be kept
informed concerning requests for information it is suggested that
wherever a borrower contacts Mr. iller, a copy of the request should

be forwarded to this office. It is planned that Mr. iiiller will keep
this office regularly informed of supply and delivery information which,
when of sufficient general interest, will be passed on to our borrowers
in the form of bulletins such as this.

Frank T. Shull, Jr.
Acting Special 4dvtsor to the

Loan Director
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MWMORADUM

November 27, 1951

To : All Loan Officers

From : Frank T. Shull, Jr.

Subject : Tractors

I should appreciate it if: you would estimate your

requirements of Class I Tractors (100 Hp and over, Caterptllar

D7 & D8 or equivalent) for your projects for the next six

months. It is understood that NPA is contemplating scheduling

construction machinery in the near future.. It is believed

that their first scheduling operation will be in the tractors

falling in the category of Class I. The Office of International

Trade will submit the requirements for our projects for

scheduling, It would be helpful if this information could be

made available to this office by Friday, November 30.

If you have any queries in connection with this,

would you please contact Mr. John L. DuBois, extension 738.
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IVTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECOSTRUCTION ATD DEVELOPK71'

V&SHNIGTON, D. C.

PROCURMEEPT AD PRIORITIES MNORA1-UM NO. 6

November 5, 1951

To All Borrowers From IBRD:

Subject: Steel Shortages in the United States

I am attaching hereto a Special Yoties issued by the Office of
International Trade of the U. S. Department of Cormmerce outlining for the
benefit of exporters and other interested persons the extremely tight
steel situation for the first cuarter of 1952. It is believed that this
document will give you a brief but accurate picture of the severe shortages
which have been imposed on the export of steel from the United States,

It is believed by most authorities that the first two quarters of

1952 may constitute the tightest period in the supply of steel and certain
other materials in the United States, and that after July 1, 1952 soMe
easing of the situation may develop. This, however, cannot be anything
more than an informed opinion at this time.

As you know, most of the steel requirements from the U. S. suppliers

for Bank-financed projects would fall into the so-called "project" category
referred to in the attached memorandum. Provided the project has the
approval of the defense agencies for the assignment of priorities and CP
allocations, the effect of the shortage will be somewhat less pronouzced
than is the case with respect to the so-called "general purpose steel for
co mercial licensing." This emphasizes again the importance of a proper
presentation and justification of a foreign project whezever U. S. pro,
curement is appreciable.

Saimel 11. Anderson
Special Advisor to the

Loan Director

attachment



SPECIAL NOTICE

CMP CARBON STEEL LICENSE APPROVAL CRITERIA FOR FIRST QUARTER 1952

In view of the extremely limited tonnage of rarbon steel available for export in first quarter 1952, the

Office of International Trade will be able to approve steel export licenses in that quarter for only the most

highly essential foreign requirements.

Because of a domestic steel shortage so severe that priority construction of schools and hospitals has

had to be delayed, OIT cannot anticipate in the near future a supply situation which will permit normal com-

mercial licensing.
So drastic is the situation that carbon steel from first qarter 1952 production will be licensed for

only three purposes. In order to receive an export license, the applicant must demonstrate that the shipment

meets one of the following criteria:

1. Essential to direct military production of the U. S. or of a friendly foreign nation.

2. Essential to the production abroad of strategic materials for shipment to the United States or to

friendly nations.
3. Essential to direct defense-supporting industry. This category includes the facilities required to

accomplish either of the two first-named uses.

The carbon steel export quota for first quarter 1952 was established with these criteria in mind. In

view of the extreme shortage of steel in the domestic economy, export tonnage cannot be made available for any

except the most vitally essential foreign end-uses.

The first quarter 1952 export quota for carbon steel is 628,000 short tons, including 115,000 tons of

tinplate and 54,000 tons of steel plates and structurals. The fourth quarter 1951 quota was 695,000 tons, in-

cluding 125,000 tons of tinplate and 35,000 tons of plate and structurals. Thus, the quota for general pur-

pose carbon steel is 459,000 tons for the first quarter as compared with 535,000 tons in the previous quarter-

a drop of some 76,000 tons.

The absolute reduction in quota is, however, only one of a number of the -factors which have aggravated

the shortage of steel available for export. The distribution of the 459,000 tons of carbon steel (exclusive

of tinplate, plate and structurals) among the several types of end uses has been sharply modified in the light

of recent developments in the petroleum field; a number of vitally urgent new requirements for critical raw

materials production must be met from the allocation; and a number of wire manufactures which were formerly

listed as "B" products-not covered in export quotas for CMP steel-have recently been reclassified as con-

trolled materials and must be included in the CMPsteel quota.

Specifically, in view of recent developments in world oil production and distribution and prospective ex-

panding demands, it is essential to provide all possible assistance toward the development of additional

sources of petroleum.. Accordingly, it has been necessary to allot at least as much carbon steel to foreign

petroleum projects as was granted from the substantially larger fourth quarter quota. The actual amount-

130,000 tons (exclusive of tinplate, plate and structurals)-will enable 
OIT to satisfy about 90% of the mini-

mum requirements for petroleum projects, but inevitably reduces the tonnage available for other end uses.

Moreover, a numbe'r of other special projects have recently been approved. These projects will lead to a

direct increase in production abroad and shipment to the United States of vital raw materials-copper, aluminum

and iron ore, to mention only three. These new and extremely urgent projects have a minimum totsal requirement

of some 100,000 tons of steel per quarter-in addition to the existing requirements of 184,000 tons for the

more than 400 such projects already in progress.

OIT found it possible to allocate 121,000 tons from the fourth quarter 1951 steel quota to meet the re-

quirements of these projects. The project allocation for first quarter 1952 has been increased to 175,000

short tons, against screened minimum requirements of 284,000 tons. In other words, 38% of even these vital re-

quirements cannot be met.

Accordingly, of the 459,
600-ton quota of carbon steel (excluding tinplate, plate and structurals), 305,000

tons are directly ticketed for special projects which will increase the available supply of petroleum and other

vital raw materials. The balance of the allocation-1 54 ,000 tons-is some 130,000 tons less than the amount

which was available for commercial licensing in the fourth quarter.

In previous quarters, it has been OIT's practice to return without action such license applications as

could not be approved because of quota limitation. In some instances, however, the end use of a proposed ship-

ment was-so clearly in the national interest that quota exhaustion could not be allowed to prevent 
issuance of

GPO-O-Com NPA 6
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the license. For this reason, OIT secured from UFA a limited authority to issue advance quarterly allotments

against future export quotas-and used this authority to advance-license a number of applications, under the

condition that each transaction meet the conditions of true essentiality. This advance licensing constitutes

an obligation against the first quarter quota.

The total of such advance licensing whicir has already-been charged against the carbon steel quota for

first quarter 1952 is 147,000 tons, of which 115,000 tons are chargeable against the commercial quota. Thus,

the balance of the tonnage for commercial licensing remains unobligated against first quarter steel production

is only 39,000 tons.

This amount is not only hopelessly inadequate to meet the total export demand: it will not even cover

the genuinely critical cases.

Accordingly, licensing of the first quarter 'commercial" quota will be restricted to cases which clearly

meet one of the three criteria described above-military production, strategic materials production, or

de fense-supporting production.

OIT will license the most urgent cases to the extent permitted by the 39,000 tons of remaining first

quarter quota. In addition, Of may utilize its limited authority to advance-license against second and sub-

sequent quarters in cases of major international importance where current-quarter production schedules are al-

ready filled.
It is emphasized that advance allotments cannot be assured by OIT, since supply considerations may pre-

clude approval in wholeor in part.

Applications meeting acceptable end-uses which can neither be licensed from the present quota nor covered

under the advance licensing authority will be returned to the applicant without action, for resubmission at a

later date. All other cases will be rejected, and should not be resubmitted until an easing supply situation

again makes possible an announcement that a less drastic standard of approval may be applied.

This is the first occasion in the present emergency when license applications have been rejected on such

grounds. It is recognized that the action will result in a very substantial reduction in the traditional U. S.

export trade in steel. Such action can be justified only on the grounds of the crisis in our mobilization ef-

fort and the equivalent sacrifice which is being asked of the U. S. domestic economy.

Because of the rigid new criteria for license approval, OIT will be unable to use the exporters' histori-

cal shipments data for CMP steel (recently submitted to OIT in response to Current Export Bulletin No. 638) as

a criterion for licensing in first quarter 1952. It is anticipated, however, that these data will constitute

one of the tools for licensing CWP steel in future quarters, when OIT again finds it possible to adopt a less

drastic standard of approval. In addition, historical data will be used as a factor in the licensing of non-

CNP steel applications during the first quarter.
During the present emergency more than ever befcze, licensing decisions on steel must be based on detailed

statements of the end uses to which proposed shipments will be put in foreign countries, and exporters are

urged to furnish any documentary evidence of such use which they may possess.

In line with its established policy, 01T will act on all pending applications for CMP carbon steel in the

next two weeks and will return those cases which it is able to approve in time to enable exporters to place

their orders on first quarter mill schedules. Any case which is returned without action may be resubmitted

after November 15 with a request for advance licensing, provided that the proposed transaction clearly meets

one of the three new licensing criteria (essential to military production, strategic material production, or

direct defense- supporting industry).

The carbon steel quota for first quarter 1952 is 628,000 short tons, as against 695,000 tons in fourth

quarter 195L These qotas are broken down into the following categories (figures in short tons):

4th quarter 1951 1st quarter 1952
Total carbon steel export quota................. ....... 695,000 ..... 628,000

Tinplate.................................... 125,000 115,000
Plates and structural&...................... 35,000 5,0

160,000 169,000
General-purpose steel........................ ....... 535,000 ....... 459,000
Petroleum projects........................... 130,000 130,000
Other raw materials developmert projects..... 121,000 175,000

251,000 305,000
Balance for commercial export................ ....... 284,000 ....... 154,000
Advance-licensed for critical end-uses....... ....... ....... ....... 115,000
Unobligated balance of general-purpose

-71051 steel for commercial licensing.............. ....... ....... ....... 39,000
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october li, 1951

Tat General Files

Froms Samuel W. Anderson

I had a call today from Wro Le Direkx, Director of Arpic Engineering,
Limited of Antworpe This companq is the largest manufacturer of American.-type
air compressors in Zurope. Its present plant in Belgium turns out about 2,000
compressors per year* It has recently built another plant in Glasgov,, Sotland,
of about the same capacity, and is at present in the final construction stages
of a amw plant in Belgium to replace the preseint one. The capacity of the nowr
plant will be approximately 6#000 units per year. The compressors are built in
the following sizes (cubic inches per mint)?t

75
105
160
210

500

The smaller sizes are optional gasoline or diesel engines. Prices are
about 30-40 percent loer than competitive American compressors on all sizes up
to 500, where the differential is about 15%. Based on present production
Vr. Diwckz promised immediat* delivery of the 105, 160 and 210, and 2-3 months
delivery on the 75, 31,5 and 500. When the now plant is fumationing early in
21952, deliveries will improve on the latter group.

11r. Derckx has just completed a tour of South America. He caim to have
adequate dealer services and spare part arrangements in an1 important South
American and Central American countries* I paro his the name of the five
contractors on the Colombian job and I also arranged for him to see I&. Harison
of the Bureau of Public Roads*

Arpic was a successful bidder for the compressor requirerionts for the
Thiand Irrigation Project. The compressors will be shipped an promised on the
original bid*

11ro Derelmt came to see me in reponse to a telegram from the President of
his compay who had gotten my name from the UMsr of lboemy in Brussels. I
explained our point of view to him and urged his to bid for business on Baalkw
financed projects* Incidantally, I mentioned t-bi matter to Mr. Monald of
'Wiston Bros. today, and he took down the ame of the comp&W&. In the case of
the Colmbian Road project., of rcurse., the problem of stadardization and service
would be impatant. There are in the ftiles in mW office copies of one or twoa
pieces of literature and a price list on these compressors, if it is desired to
consult them.

Mr* Dtiok says that the only other nacaturers of Ameriaw-type compressors
(as distinguished from the older designs originating in Europe) are three or four
firms in Magland.

cot Mossra. Wheeler Shull
Connors InnA
Schmidt Racinski
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INTERNTI0t1%L BAIK FOR R1COMTRUCTIOF AID DEVELOiEVT

WASHIGTOIT, D. C.

PROCURME1T AID P1IORITES TIZRAIMI NO. 5

September 28, 1951

To All Borrowers From IBRD:

Having recently spent several weeks in Europe surveying eqiipment
and material availabilities and priorities problems, I would like to
report the results as well as to summarize recent developments in the
American markets.

Europe2an Situation

The purpose of my visit to Europe was to identify useful sources of
information on supply conditions for future use and to lay the groundwork
for further contact with these sources. In addition, conversations were
held with appropriate ministries of several of the European industrial
countries in order to establish relationships which might prove useful in
case deliveries of equipment from European suppliers should be seriously
delayed.

There are available to the Bank on request a considerable =mber of
reliable sources of information on open capacity to manufacture a wide
variety of equipment and fabricated materials which may be reeded in
carrying out Bank-financed projects.

At present European sources of electric generating equipment,
telecormunication equipment, rolling stock, including locomotives (except
large Diesels), industrial equipment such as textile, paper making, etc.
are relatively less tight than in the United States in terms of delivery
periods. European machine tool sources seem to be almost but not quite
as tight as U. S. sources. Heavy construction equipment and materials
handling equipment are relatively less available in Europe. Steel,
especially structural, now seems to be less tight on the Continent than
it is in either the United States or the United Kingdom. Non-ferrous
metals and products using them in large quantities seem to be about as
tight in Europe as in the United States. Specialized steel products
such as transformer sheets and alloy steel are also equally tight every-
where. These observations are admitted to be general and subject to
modification in detail.

As a result of conferences with appropriate ministries in a rmmber
of the industrial European countries it can be reported that Bank-financed
projects are regarded as significant and worthy of appropriate assistance
by governments whenever procurement problems with respect to orders on
European manufacturers get into any difficulties. This does not mean that
the Bank has been given any firm or precise commitments as to what action
will be taken in individual cases but the governments in question have
expressed willingness to be consulted by representatives of the Bank
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wheever we thirk some assistance may be helpful. We consider this to be
an important and constructive development and we are quite willing to
avail ourselves of the invitc.tions in appropriate instances.

1

As you know, my office has been actively working with U. S. Goverment
defense agencies and others on procurement problems on American equipment
for Bank-financed projects. These efforts are producing some constructive
results. The Bank is now considering how it can best extend this help, if
and when it is desired, to procurement problems arising out of the purchase
of equipment and materials in Europe by its borrowers. This work can be
most effectively carried out, in our opinion, through personal relationships.
This conclusion is supported by experience of borrouers who do maintain
procurement representatives in Europe and the United States. The Bank is
therefore contemplating the possibility of engaging a specialist in this
field who will be resident in Europe and will be charged with the respon-
sibilities of working on individual cases in behalf of borrowers. It
would be helpful to me to know whether or not the presence of an
experienced specialist in this field in Europe would be welcomed by our
borrowers, and whether, in the light of your e:qperience so far, you believe
that such service would be useful to you. We would appreciate it, therefore,
if you would be good enough to give us as promptly as possible any views
you may have on this subject.

Situation in the United States

The tightness in American supply markets for equipment and important
materials has increased considerably during the third calendar quarter of
1951. The principal cause of the difficulty is the shortage of steel and
certain non-ferrous metals, especially copper, in relation to the over-all
demand. The Controlled LIterials Plan (CHP) started its operations in the
third quarter. The third quarter allotments of steel, copper and alumainm
through this plan were in amounts considerably less than the stated require-
ments for each. It is to be e::pected that the operation of C1IP will be
confused in the early stages. It will take some time before the possession
of an allotment nmber will in fact insure that the holder will receive
delivery of the materials in the quarter for which the allotment is issued.
Actually, certain holders of allotments for the third quarter were unable
to find a mill to accept their orders for total steel, copper and aluminum.
The allotments for the fourth quarter were made on July 27, 1951, and
represented an even greater cut below the stated requirements of CDcimant
Agencies than was the case in the third quarter. Due to an e.rtended strike
of copper workers it was necessary to allot copper on the most stri.gent
basis of all of the three metals. 4ccordingly, copper supplies are rapidly
becoming a serious bottlenek in the plants of tLe copper-,consuninr indus-
tries. Structural steel and plate constitute ore of the most serious
shortages in the whole of the steel supply situation. Because of this a
specific limitation covering structural steel and plate was applied to
fourth quarter allotments of steel as a whole, For e:Mmple, the Office of
International Trade, U. S. Department of Comerce (the Claimant Agency for
non-ECA countries), received only 25,000 tons of fourth quarter structural
steel, which was in fact insufficient to cover OITt s share of structural
steel scheduled for rolling in the third quarter but which slipped over
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into the fourth quarter. As a consequence, it. is at present still doubt-

ful whether QIT will be able to supply any fourth quarter structural
steel whatsoever for projects under its jurisdiction. This will cause
serious repercussions on a wide front and will unquestionably delay
projects requiring structural steel for such items as transmission lires,
buildings, bridge work, 'o.

It is impossible to 'predict when an improvement may be expected in
the supply of controlled materials in relation to the demand. The best
opinion seems to be that a severe shortage will contilve for several
quarters, although there may be some slight relief apparent in mid-1952.
It would thus appear to be sound planning for Bank-financed projects to
avail themselves to the maximum extent feasible of sources outside of
the United States for steel, copper and alumirm as such.

In the belief that it may be of interest to you as an illustration
of' a particular marltet condition in the United States, I am enclosing
herewith a copy of a recent analysis of the effect of the shortages on
the completion of the U. S. electric power program.

11 cess tZ of Prese ninr Proje t JustificatioZ

During the summer of 1951 there was established in the Foreign
Division of the ational Production uthority (NBA), the Foreign Projects
Committee. Its task is tb consider and to approve or disapprove requests
for priority assistance from -foreign projects procuring equipment or
materials in the United States. This Committee of course limits its
decisions to whether or not priority assistance should be given and does
not control in any way the activities of sponsors of proiects for procure-
ment in the United States without priority assistance. The first project
considered by this Committee was a Bank-financed project in the Far Bast.

It is evident to us that a careful and well-documented presentation
of the facts with respect to ar project financed by the Bank, including
a detailed statement of proposed procurement in the United States and
elsewhere, serves a useful purpose in furthering understanding of the
justification of the project in question and in securirg, where possible,
favorable decisions to grant reasonable priority assistance as and when
supply difficulties develop. The Bank is therefore now working with a
number of borrowers to present adequate project justifications, in some
instances even covering projects reasonably far along in their procure-
ment program. &s new loans are made and procurement facts are developed,
presentation to the Foreign Facilities Committee of UP4 will be made in
concert with the borrowers#

Coordination

As I have pointed out in previous communications to you, the Bank
does not have the staff to carry on the primary work of presenting
factual evidence in support of requests for priority assistance to the
United States or to other member gpverments. As a result of our frequent
contacts with the defense agencies in the United States particularly,



however, we believe that the processing of requests for assistance and
reception of such requests may be both speeded up and improved if we
are informed rather fully and currently of your otn efforts in these
directions. This could take the form of seeing that copies of relevant
letters and papers are sent to us or that we are 10ept informed in sowe
other appropriate manner. There have been a number of cases recently
on which we believe requests for special assistance might have been
more effectively handled if we had had an opportunity to consult with
the borrower at the time.

Samuel W. Anderson
Special dvisor to the

Loan Director

S
attacbme nt
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FoRM No. 57
- .1NTEkNATION BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN D-EVELOPMENi

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. .G. Hoar DATE: Sept er

FROM: S. W. Anderson

SUBJECT: Future Power Projects

In discussions with the Power Branch of the OIT, we have been asked
to be prepared to furnish, probably fairly soon, summary facts with
respect to power projects financed or to be financed by the Bank, involv-
ing American procurement on ary appreciable scale. This group will incLudg
only those projects not now included in the so-called "OIT Program"
recently resubmitted to EPA.

The only projects falling within this category which have already
been financed by the Baik are the following:

1. The Rio Lempa Project (where U.S. procurement is rather limited)

2. UTE, Uruguay (where the extent of U.S. procurement is still
undetermined)

3. Some 25 minor projects of Melight on which work is now being
done by AMITAS in accordance with our request.

Based upon Mr. Koster's memorandum of September 4 to Mr. Grena de
Iongh, forecasting possible loans to be signed for the three-months'
period ending November 30, 1951, the following projects appear to fall
within the category in the minds of OIT.

1. Chile - 3rd unit, Los Cipreses
2. Colombia - Lebrija
3. Pakistan - Power Projects

There may be perhaps, unbeknown to me, some power equipment involved
in the following loans:

The Belgian Congo
Southern Italy
Yugoslavia

In the case of the Belgian Congo and Southern Italy, ECA. countries,
an power content of this loan would presumably be the responsibility of
ECA as the Claimant Agency.

I am anxtious to be ready to comply with the request of OIT as rapidly
as possible. Therefore I request that you circulate to the appropriate
Loan Officers, the attached brief informal memorandum to indicate the sort
of information that I would like to obtain to forn the basis for drafting
a letter to OIT. I think the easiest way to accomplish this is for my



r. Hoar 2.

office to sit down with each of the Loan Officers involved after they
understand the nature of this request.

I would therefore like to suggest that this matter be placed on
the agenda for early discussion at one of our morrIng meetings.



Information on Powr

1. Type of power installation

2. Size and type of units

3. Date on which project should start to deliver power

4. Status of construction if any.

5. Present information on status of Procurement

(a) Is order for generator placed? If not, in what country is it
expected that orders will be placed?

(b) Same for turbine

(c) Saem for boilers if applicable

(d) What, if azry, delivery promises have been given

6. Location of facilities

7. Destination of the power

8. What reasons can be advanced as to why this project should not
be delaged until materials become more plentiful (i.e. economic
justification ad urgency).



Fo1. No. 57
INT, NATIO Nj BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN EVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A S. G. Hoar DATE: Sep r 13,

FROM: S. W. Anderson -

SUBJECT: Procurement Procedures - Claimant Agpencie

Parallel to my memorandum of today' s date with respect to future
power projects, I should li3 to discuss informally at an early
morning meeting, the advisability of taking steps toward the prepara-
tion of the document~jor presentation, through the appropriate Claimant
Agency, to the Foreign Facilities Committee on a number of future loans
where I believe the interests of our borrowers will be better served by
so doing. These same documents will also be used to fulfill my prcmise
to a mmber of ministries in Western Europe to place before them useful
information on procurement or probable procurement with respect to
Bank-financed projects with the view of laying the groundwork for pos-
sible future help.

From Mr. Koster' s memorandum to Mr. Crena de Iongh, dated September
4, on "Loan Forecasts." it seems to me that the following loans should
be written up in this way at som point:

(a) Los Cipreses
(b) Irrigation
(a) Lota
(d) Schwager

Colombi :

Lebrija

Iraw:

(a) Silo at Basrah

(b) Agricultural machinery

(0) Oil refivery

Pakista:

(a) Agriculture

(b) Railway rehabilitation

(e) Power

(d) Paper mill

e) Telecommuneations



Mr. Hoar 2.

(a) Port of Callao

(b) Agricultural machinsry

(a) Road conatrnction

(b) Roudj drainage and irrigation

(a) Port of Latakia

Yugoslavia: gereral

(a) Cement plant

(b) Grain storage

In addition to the above list there are a number of loans already
effective which will probably have to be written up in a similar way at
some point. These would include the Iraq - Wadi Tharthar.

The nature of each write-up will depend on the individual circumstances.
It is also possible that we can avoid this work in certain cases without
jeopardizing our position or the availability of help. The timing of the
work of course will also depend entirely on the status of the irformation
available to us.

co: 1r. Shull



(1-50 INTERNATIOO BANK FOR. RECONSTRUCTION .AN EVELOPMENT

DATE: September 12, 1951 CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED

To: W. S. TYLElR COMPANY NIGHtT LETTER F- CODE
3615 SUPRmIOR AVENUIE,
CIEVEAND4 OIO #A)DEFERRED FULL RATE [ ]

TEXT: TELETYPE =

Attention ROBINSON EM1PRT DEPARTMET INVESTIGATION LICENSE C ONE DASH ONlE

TEO NINE DASH SIX EIGHT FIVE TWO ONE REF!EWED TO YOUR ILETTER AUGUST THIRTY-ONE

TO ANERSO IlNDIAES IT WAS EXTENDE TO OCTOBiER THIRTY-ONE NINETMil FIFTY-ONE

AND SElNT TO COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS Nilff YORK STOP IF UNABLE LOGATE THElRE ADVISE

AND DUPLICATE LICENiSE WILL BE ISSUE PROMPTLY

SHULL

INTBAFRAD

A RIZED BY: For Use by Archives Division

NAME Samuel1 W. Anderson Checked for Dispatch

DEPT. Loan

FILE COPY
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PROBABLE DELAYS. IN BRINGING NEW ELECTRIC GENERATING CAPACITY
INTO SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES

BASED UPON INFORMATION AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1951

Walker L. Cisler, Chairman
Electric Power Survey Committee

Edimn Electric Institute
September 12, 1951

Serious delays in carrying out the construction and completion of new

electric generating projects throughout the United States are being encountered

because of lack of required materials for plant erection and because equipment

manufacturers are unable to procure sufficient material to maintain their scheduled

production.

To obtain up-to-date information regarding. the situation as of September

1, 1951, telegraphic inquiries were sent to 23 electric power systems concerning

the status of 42 projects involving 80 steam turbine-generators totalling approxi-

mately 8.4 million kilowatts scheduled for operation between the date of inquiry

and the end of 1953. This sample represents almost half of the total capacity of

steam turbine-generators scheduled to go into service during the period covered.

The results of the survey indicate that delays ranging from one to seven

months are expected in the scheduled operating dates of 30 units totalling 3.3

million kilowatts. This represents about 40 per cent of the capacity included in

the sample. Applying this percentage to the total capacity of steam turbine-

generators scheduled for service during the period covered indicates that over 7

million kw of new thermal capacity may be expected to be delayed.

It should be kept in mind that this survey does not cover any hydraulic

electric generating capacity or thermal capacity scheduled for service after the

end of 1953. Present lack of necessary materials undoubtedly will cause dela)rs

in carrying those projects to completion according to schedule,

More detailed results of the survey are as follows;
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September thru December 1951

The inquiry covered three large steam turbine-generators totalling

245,000 kw scheduled for service during the latter part of 1951. A delay of about

a month is expected in the service date of one of these units due to difficulties

previously encountereq in obtaining construction steel and delayed deliveries of

certain auxiliary equipment and other essential items.

First Half of 1952

Of nine units totalling 915,000 kw scheduled for service during this

period, six units having a combined capacity of 580,000 kw are expected to be

delayed. The delays, which range from one to four months, are reported in some

cases to result from difficulties encountered in obtaining steel for field con-

struction. In one case, delayed delivery of major equipment is reported. Also

reported are delays in procuring essential components and other items.

Last Half of 1952

Of 24 units, totalling 2,335,000 kw, scheduled for service during this

period, ten units with a combined capacity of over a million kilowatts are expected

to be delayed for periods ranging from one to seven months. In all but one case,

inability to obtain steel already allotted for field construction is mentioned

among the causes for delay. In three cases extended delivery of major equipment

is mentioned and in another three cases inability to obtain other essential equip-

ment contributes to the delay.

First Half of 1953

The survey covered 21 units, totalling 2,526,000 kw scheduled for service

during this period. Delays ranging from one to six months are expected in the

scheduled service dates of seven of these units having a combined capacity of

886,000 kw. The cause of delay given in all cases is inability to obtain steel

already allotted for field construction.
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Last Half of 1953

Of 23 units, totalling 2,451,000 kw scheduled for service during this

period, six units with a combined capacity of 726,000 kw are expected to be delayed.

Estimnted delays range from two to six months, the cause in five cases being

failure to obtain allotted steel for field construction. In one case expected

delay in delivery of major equipment is mentioned as a contributing factor, and in

another, causes associated with material. and equipment procurement are cited.

A summary of the results of the survey is shown in the accompanying table.

In the case of 26 of the 30 units where delays in scheduled operating dates are

expected, difficulty in obtaining allotted steel for field construction is given

as wholly or partially responsible. In eight cases, late delivery of auxiliaries

and other essential items is given as responsible or contributory to the delay.

In only five cases extended delivery of major equipment is mentioned.

It seems apparent from this that the extent to which production of major

equipment, especially steam generators, has and is continuing to fall behind be-

cause of lack of materials is not fully reflected in the results of the inquiry to

the electric power systems. Also there are serious delays in the production of

essential equipment such as motors, transformers, and switchgear which it appears

will affect the scheduled completion of a greater number of projects than is indi-

cated by the survey.

It is believed, therefore, that the magnitude and extent of delay indi-

cated by this survey represents the minimum to be expected.



ESTIMATED YS IN BRINGING IN NEW ELECTRI( ERATING CAPACITY
BASED UPON INQUIRIES AS OF SEPTE=BER 1, 1951

Expected to be Delayed Causes of Delay
Extent of Steel for Extended

No. of Total Capacity, Delay, Field Delivery of Other
Scheduled for Operation Units Capacity, kw, kw months Construction Majior Ecuip. Causes

Sept. 1 thru Dec. 31,1951 3 245,000 112,500 1 x X

First Half of 1952 9 915,000 125,000 4 x
80,000 3 X

112,500 1 x x
112,500 2 x x
100,000 3 x
50,000 3 X

580,000 (6 units)

Last Half of 1952 24 2,335,000 160,000 2 x x
125,000 3 x
100,000 7 x
160,000 1 x
112,500 2 x x
112,500 2 x x
112,500 1 x x
40,000 3 x
40,000 2 x x
50,000 3 x

1,012,500 (10 units)

First Half of 1953 21 2,426,000 100,000 4 x
106,000 3 x
160,000 1 x
160,000 1 x
160,000 1 x
125,000 3 x
75,.Q 6 x

886,000 (7 units)

Last Half of 1953 23 2,451,000 160,000 3 x X
106,000 2 x
125,000 3 x
125,000 3 x
110,000 3 x
100,000 6 x
726,000 (6 units)

TOTAL 80 8,372,000 3,317,000 (30 units) 26 5 8



PROSPECTS FOR DELIVERY

OF HEAVY ELECTRIC POWER EQUIPMENT

AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1951

- Illustrations Presented By -

Walker Cisler, Chairman

EEI Electric Power Survey Committee

at the

Presidents' Conference

Hotel Biltmore - New York - September 12, 1951
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Fig. 1-Top curve, scheduled expansion of electric power

systems as of April 1, 1951; Middle curve, scheduled

production of thermal and hydraulic generating units,

4000 kw and larger, involved in the scheduled expansion;

Bottom curve, time of placing orders for above generating

units.
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The top curve of Fig. 1 shows the schedule of expansion of capa-

bility of the country's electric power systems as of April 1, 1951, the time

of the Ninth Semi-Annual Electric Power Survey conducted by the Electric

Power Survey Committee of the Edison Electric Institute.

The curve is based upon the scheduled commerical operating dates

of all new thermal and hydraulic electric generating units, 4000 kw and

larger, which had been ordered and were scheduled, as of April 1, 1951, for

service between that date and the end of 1954. As indicated, the schedule

provided for increasing the nation's capability from a value less than

C 70,000,000 kw to over 100,000,000 kw, by the end of the period shown.

The curve does not include the capacity of additional generating

equipment placed on order since April 1, 1951, some of which is scheduled for

commercial operation before the end of 1954. This capacity has been omitted

in order to show the situation as it existed April 1, 1951.

At that time, difficulties in obtaining materials for equipment

manufacture and field construction had, in many cases, become serious but had

not reached the point where the expansion of capability according to schedule

was impossible. With an adequate supply of materials, delays already en-

countered could have been overcome and the schedule of expansion maintained.

The importance of carrying out this expansion through proper provisions on the

part of the Defense Agencies for a steady flow of required materials was

strongly emphasized in the report of the Ninth Semi-Annual Survey.

The middle curve of Fig. 1 shows, in terms of name-plate capacity,

the manufacturers' schedule for production of the steam turbine generators and

water-wheel generators involved in the expansion of capacity shown in the top

3



curve. The middle curve is based upon the scheduled shipping dates of the

units as of April 1, 1951.

As indicated, a portion of the capacity to go into service after

April 1, 1951, had already been shipped. The curve shows a total of about

30,000,000 kw of capacity entering into the scheduled expansion shown in the

top curve.

The bottom curve of Fig. 1 shows the manner in which the electric

generating equipment represented by the middle curve was placed on order with

the manufacturers. As indicated, some of the generating units entering into

the expansion of capability scheduled for the period beyond April 1, 1951,

were placed on order the latter part of 1947.

The shape of the curve shows that, with the development of inter-

national complications in Korea in early 1950, the electric power systems were

quick to anticipate large increases in electric power requirements for defense

purposes, and that they were prompt in increasing the rate of placing orders

for new generating capacity. The curve does not include capacity placed on

order since April 1, 1951, since this capacity is not included in the curves

above it.

In all, Fig. 1 presents the record as it stood April 1, 1951. It

shows that orders for 30,000,000 kw of capacity had been placed and that the

manufacturers were able to schedule the production of this capacity at a rate

permitting the expansion of capability of electric power systems to a value of

over 100,000,000 kw by the end of 1954. The main purpose of these three curves

is to serve as bench marks in judging subsequent actions and developments.

4
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Fig. 2--Scheduled expansion of electric power systems as of April 1,
1951 and estimated deviation from schedule as of September 1,
1951.

Fig. 2, like the top curve of Fig. 1, shows the schedule of expansion

of the electric power systems as of April 1, 1951. In addition, it shows that

the actual expansion, as estimated September 1, 1951, will fall far short of

the schedule. This is based upon losses already sustained in the manufacture

of power plant equipment resulting from lack of materials and upon delays

encountered in obtaining materials, principally structural steel, for the field

construction of power plants.

The difference between actual capability at the end of 1952 and that

which was scheduled as of April 1, 1951 is estimated as about 4,000,000 kw. If

the present difficulties in obtaining necessary materials for both equipment

manufacture and plant construction continue, the gap between actual and scheduled

expansion will become progressively wider.

5
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Fig. 3-Shipments and scheduled shipments of steam
turbine generators, 4000 kw and larger, for
U. S. electric power systems as of September 1,

1951.

Fig. 3 shows, for the years 194 8 through 1954, the capacity of steam

turbine generators shipped and on order and scheduled for shipment to the

electric power systems of this country as of September 1, 1951.

The chart indicates that actual shipments during 1951 were expected

to be less than originally scheduled and that the lost production must be

absorbed in 1952. The extent of the loss in 1951 is presently estimated as

about 500,000 kw, most of which is in steam turbine generators.
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Fig. 4--Shipments and scheduled shipments of steam generators,
450 psi pressure and higher, for U. S. electric power
systems as of Septerber 1, 1951.

As indicated, production for 1951 will be less than originally

scheduled, the magnitude of the loss being about 8,000,000 lb of steam per

hour. This is based upon manufacturing time already lost because of inability

of the manufacturers to obtain necessary materials in sufficient quantities.

The loss, as shown, must be transferred to 1952, increasing the scheduled

production for that year accordingly.

In addition, it is presently estimated that a further loss of about

8,000,000 lb of steam per hour in 1951 production will be experienced by the

end of the year. The estimated loss is shown by the question mark on the chart.

The estimate is based upon difficulties being exrerienced by the manufacturers

in obtaining steel for fourth quarter use and upon related factors contributing

to delays in completing shipments. Should this estimated additional loss be

suffered, it will correspondingly increase the manufacturing load scheduled

for 1952.
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Fig. 5--Shipments and scheduled shipments of water-
wheel generators. 4+000 kw and larger, for
U. S. electric power systems as of Septenber 1,
1951.

Fig. 5 shows the shipments and scheduled shipments of water-

wheel generators for the electric power systems as of September 1, 1951.

Production of this class of equipment is reported by the manu-

facturers to be approximately on schedule. If required materials continue

to be made available, production is expected to go forward without delays.
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Fig. 6-Shipments and scheduled shipments of power transformers,
501 kva and larger, for U. S. electric power systems
and U. S. industrials as of September 1, 1951.

Fig. 6 shows the shipments and scheduled shipments of power transformer

capacity to the electric power systems and U. S. industrials. Approximately 80

per cent of the capacity shown is for the electric power systems.

It is estimated, as indicated, that 1951 production will fall short

of the scheduled production by about 5,000,000 kva. This is based upon manu-

facturing time already lost because of lack of materials and upon the fact that

materials allotments for the fourth quarter of 1951 are considerably below

requirements. It is probable that the actual loss of production by the end

of 1951 will be greater than presently estimated.

The transfer of lost production in 1951 into 1952 raises the scheduled

production in 1952 to practically the limit of the capacity of existing

manufacturing facilities.

9
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Fig. 7-Comparison of steam turbine-generator and steam generator
oapacity shipped and scheduled for shipment each year to
U. S. electric power systems as of September 1, 1951.

The scales in the above Fig. 7 are drawn in the ratio of 10 lb of

steam per hour per kilowatt of capacity. This is admittedly not truly repre-

sentative for modern equipment but is selected as a matter of convenience.

The chart is not intended to indicate that the steam turbine-generators

shipped or scheduled for shipment in a given year are directly associated with

the steam generators shipped or scheduled for shipment in that year. The purpose

of the chart is to show the relationship between the relative capacities year-

by-year.

Viewed in this light, the chart indicates that, as of September 1, 1951,

the amount of turbine generator capacity on order and scheduled for shipment in

1953 and 1954 greatly exceeds the amount of steam generator capacity. The

apparent conclusion is that considerably more steam generator capacity remains to

be placed on order to satisfy the turbine generator capacity now ordered.

With the serious delays being encountered in the manufacture of steam

generators, it appears prudent that additional capacity required to operate steam

turbine generators now scheduled for production be ordered promptly.

10
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Fig. 8-Electric generating capacity shipped and scheduled
for shipment each year to U. S. electric power systems
compared with power transformer capactiy shipped and
scheduled for shipment to U. S. electric power systems
and U. S. industrials as of September 1, 1951.

The capacity of electric generating equipment for Fig. 8 includes both

thermal and hydraulic units for the U. S. electric power systems. The power

transformer capacity includes that for the electric power systems and for the

U. S. industrials. The two representations are not exactly comparable, therefore,

to the extent that industrial transformers are included. These account for about

20 per cent of the power transformer capacity shown.

The scales are arranged on the basis of four kva of power transformer

capacity to one kilowatt of generating capacity.

The chart indicates that the capacity of generating equipment on order

greatly exceeds the capacity of power transformers on order. The schedule for

production of power transformers in 1952 is closely approaching the limit of

manufacturing capacity and lead tine on orders for large transformers is increasing.

In addition, production of Dower transformers is being seriously delayed because of

inability of manufacturers to obtain sufficient materials to meet scheduled require-

ments. The importance of placing orders for additional power transformer capacity

to be associated with the generating capacity now on order is, therefore, emphasized.

11
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Mr. .G. Hoar
St-Cristofera'
Richmond Road,
Horsham, Sussex, England

August 1, 1951

Mr, D. W. M i t a h e I I
Under-Socretary
itnitry of plY

Room S 22, hell Mir House
Lendon, upland

dear Rr. Mitchell,

Lot re again thank you for the omortunity you havv afforded
to me to disouss varianS agpects of the lankt rrocurement prOblers du-
ring the mourse of my visit to .ondou recently. I leek forward to fur-
ther opportunities to exchwe views with you and your associates on
these matters free time to tin.

In the meantime, I thought you would be interested in seeing
the attached memorandum whih describes the irrigation -wrject in Thai-
land and for which the Bank has made a eighteen million dellars loan.
This memorandun is typical of the presentation hich we make to the de-
fense am ies ad o anrpriate units of the United States bovern-
ient, so that they may have the opnertunity of deciding the extent to
ubleh Goverment assistance may be Paae available where noessar7 to wrs-
vent serious and damaging delays from develcming due to the tightness of
the euipient ark*et in the United States.

beomse of the obvioas contributin which this rroject will
make to the food anpplies of the south and east Asia area, it has recai-
ved warWval by IPA in Eazhineton and will thorefore be eutitled as no-
coseary to reasonable assIstance in eannection with the orders which hay.
been placed with Amerinan manufaetureis.

T will, I am vur, be interested in the prod4rement schedules
(Table 1) attached to the memorandum, whieh show the extent to which or-
dors bays bees placed with manufaturee in the United Tingdon. This
sehedule marises the situation with reo"t to rreurement a* of about
Xey 1951 and is subject to some date/doq variation, rarticularly with res-
poet to American eqiiment, as negotiations have continmed botween the
rearrsentatives of the Tkafilnd tvv.rnment a"d the supliers in the U.S.

I an ntndfl of the statements whieh you *aoe to me concerning
the vtesent extent to which the Ministry of kamply can express views
with rejard to Individual orders with "an-faturre in the United Kin am.



To t w, P. V. Mithell, Aiurt 1, 1951, na-e 2.
- - -e s - - --- ----------

Nevertheless I would be very grateful if, after examining Table 1, and
in the light of the knOiedge of the staff of the Ministrw, you could
eOnress to me informally any thoughts which occurred to you as to the
delivery of the equitment Involved. For examrle if, for any meason,
you might wish to suggest that any srecific orders look more difficult
than others, it might give usea useful Tnointer toward whatever exinedit-
ino activity might seem to promise good results.

In the field of the worksher equiment ditch is Table T, I am
esTecially interested in having your judgement because I know of the lar-
go orders %hinh the United Kingdom has 6lce4 in various markets for ma-
chine tools incident to the defense rrobloa.

I hardly need say that any judgements which you feel able to
ernress to me will not in any sense be regarded as anything more than an
informed opinion, but I &m sure it will be an opinion far better than I
am lik-ly to obtain elsewhere. If it would be more convenient or apnro-
priate, we could of course arrange to have some one from either Paris ow
Washington discuss the matter either with you or with Mr. McCloud, or
others.

With your rermission, I will send you in the future memoranda
covering other projects, fro- time to time, as I Dromised during our dis-
cuasion.

Please accept 7y renewed thanks for your courtesies, and iW
kindest regards.

Cordially yours,

S. w. Anderson
Srecial Adviser to

the Loan preartment.

0. wMr. Walter Hill, Paris
Mr. Skillings, Paris
Mr. Frank Shull, Washington
Mr. A.S.G. Hoar, Horsham, Sussex.



0 Mr.. A.S.G. Roar, Horsham*assex

Aurist 1, 195T

Er, C r a 0 n
Directeur G/nral

inistre des Affaires Economiques
Square de Meu
Iruss is, 3ele'iue

Py dear Mr. Orti ,

In the first rlace I should like to thank you very IIh for the
very courteous reception which you gave to me last uek and for the very
intere sting and anliphte nIn in , 1iscus sion of the problems of rrocuremnt in

el'ium. I was much encouraged by your understandinu views with resrect
to the work of the Bank and your ready apnreciation of the rather special
position which the Bank occupies in the intenational field of economic
develoment. I shall look forward with rleasure and interest to conti-
nuation of these discussions in the future.

In the meantime, I am enclosinw heretwith a nerorandir deicrib-
inp, the very interesting nroject in Thailand on which the Bank has nade a
loan of eighteen million dollars. This docamsnt is typical of those pre-
pard for the nurnose of informing certain member countries about projeots
which the Bank to financinU and which require considerable amounts of
eqciimet and materials in order to carry them out successoflly.

This memorandaur has been presented to the efense aencies 69
the United States Governnenit which have approved the project because of
its obvious effects unon the food su'lies of the critical area of south-
east Asia, This anroval will thus mrAe it -ossible for the Thailand o-
verenent, with the assistance of the Bank, to receive when necessary assis-
t nee in preventinp serious delays from cevelopinp in the delivery of the
required ecuipment to the extent that it has been ordered in the United
States.

I thInk you will be particularly interested in Tablei I and V
which set forth in detail the rrocurement contracts which have been placed
for the project. You will notice that a number of contracts have been
placed in Belgb1m as well as other Muropean countries. The tables to vhich
I refer werp rreared as of about Arril or May 1951, after decisions were
made on the co-retetitive tender, and are subieet to some variation, 'arti-
cularly with respect to United States orders as nagotiations have rroceeded
ith the United States wepliers.
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I am, of course, mindful of your statements concerning the lack
of formal instruments of priority assistance in Belgium. Nevertheless, I
would be most interested in your comments, or those of your staff, with
respect to the orders for equipment and machinery placed in Beleilan. Could
you, in other words, offer any suggestions which might serve as an indica-
tor to us as to the orders which might be fruitfully followed with the ?rea-
test attention? Needless to say, to the extent that the Ministry could in-
dicate to the manfacturers an interest in the orders in question, I have
no doubt that it would be extremely helpful also,

I shall look forward to the pleasure of sending you memoranda of
this character, descriptive of other projects, from time to time. Needless
to say I shall be very gr).teful indeed for anw views and judgements.vhich
you may be able to give me. I shall be b~ck in Washinton toward the latter
part of Angust.

Please accept my reneved thanks and my best regards.

Cordially yours,

S, V. Anderson
$pecial Adviser to

the Loan Department

o. Mr. Walter Hill, Paris
Mr. SWillings, Paris
Mr. ?rank Shull, Washington
Mr. A.S.G. Roar, Rorsham, Sussex


